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Abstract
We analyze a mathematical model for the relaxation of translational and internal tempera-
tures in a nonequilibrium gas. The system of partial differential equations—derived from the
kinetic theory of gases—is recast in its natural entropic symmetric form as well as in a convenient
hyperbolic-parabolic symmetric form. We investigate the Chapman-Enskog expansion in the fast
relaxation limit and establish that the temperature difference becomes asymptotically proportional
to the divergence of the velocity field. This asymptotic behavior yields the volume viscosity term
of the limiting one-temperature fluid model.
1 Introduction
The relaxation of internal energy is of fundamental importance in fluids with internal degrees of freedom
and is related to the concept of volume viscosity as established by the kinetic theory of polyatomic
gases [27, 46, 6, 16, 37, 38, 3, 4, 5] and statistical thermodynamics of nonequilibrium processes [34].
The kinetic theory [6, 16, 11, 12, 37, 3] as well as experimental measurements [39, 43] have further
confirmed that the volume viscosity coefficient is of the same order as the shear viscosity coefficient for
polyatomic gases and its impact in fluid mechanics—especially for fast flows—has also been established
[29, 9, 10, 26, 1, 3]. This is a strong motivation for investigating mathematically the fast relaxation
of internal energy as well as the concept of volume viscosity in nonequilibrium fluid models. With
this aim in mind, we study in this paper a mathematical model for the relaxation of translational and
internal temperatures in a nonequilibrium gas. Symmetrization of the corresponding system of partial
differential equations is obtained as well as a convenient hyperbolic-parabolic form. The Chapman-
Enskog expansion is performed in the fast relaxation limit and yields the volume viscosity coefficient.
The convergence analysis for small relaxation times lay out of the scope of the present work and will
be presented in a future paper [24].
The system of partial differential equations modeling fluids out of thermodynamic equilibrium as
derived from the kinetic theory of gases is first presented [3, 4]. The derivation of the model from
the multitemperature kinetic theory of polyatomic gases in summarized in Appendix A. The resulting
equations may be split between conservation equations, thermodynamics, energy exchange rate and
transport fluxes. The nonequilibrium fluid is characterized by two temperatures, one associated with
the translational degrees of freedom and another one associated with the internal degrees of freedom.
The physical entropy is the sum of an entropy of translational origin and an entropy of internal
origin. The fluid model out of thermodynamic equilibrium is shown to satisfy the second principle
of thermodynamics, that is, entropy production due to transport fluxes and energy exchanges are
shown to be nonnegative. We further introduce the corresponding local equilibrium temperature and
summarize the traditional physical derivation of the volume viscosity term. In a relaxation regime,
when energy exchanges are fast, the temperature difference becomes approximately proportional to
the divergence of the velocity field and this leads to the volume viscosity term of the one-temperature
limit fluid model. One of the goal of this paper is to justify rigorously such an approximation.
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We next investigate symmetrized forms for the system of partial differential equations. Symmetrized
forms are important for analyzing hyperbolic as well as hyperbolic-parabolic systems of partial differ-
ential equations modeling fluids [25, 17, 45, 30, 32, 7, 40, 19, 18, 8, 49, 15, 50, 33, 2, 41]. They are
useful for a priori estimates, existence theorems [45, 30, 44, 19] as well as finite element formulations
[28]. Existence of a symmetrized form is related to the existence of a mathematical entropy compatible
with convective terms, dissipative terms and relaxation of energy. We explicitly evaluate the natural
entropic symmetrized form for fluids out of thermodynamic equilibrium with a mathematical entropy
taken to be the opposite of the physical entropy per unit volume.
We then investigate normal forms, that is, symmetric hyperbolic-parabolic composite forms of the
system of partial differential equations [30, 32]. The symmetrizing normal variable w must be chosen
carefully in order that the ‘mass matrix’ A0 in front of the time derivative operator ∂t leaves invariant
the fast manifold or equivalently commutes with the orthogonal projector π on the fast manifold. To
this aim, we notably use the local equilibrium temperature in the definition of the normal variable. In
addition, the source term is naturally in quasilinear form as is typical in a relaxation framework and
often encountered in mathematical physics [51]. We also introduce conditions which guarantee that
the structure of the source term of the natural entropic symmetrized form Ω˜ is transported to that
of the normal form Ω. The mathematical framework needed to investigate the fast relaxation limit
is completed by introducing the small parameter ǫ associated with energy relaxation and the small
parameter ǫd associated with second order dissipative terms.
We further present the system of partial differential equations modeling fluid at thermodynamic
equilibrium. This system is the limiting set of equations obtained as the internal energy relaxation
time goes to zero. Symmetrized forms for the corresponding system of equation are also obtained and
their links with those of the nonequilibrium model.
We finally investigate the Chapman-Enskog expansion for hyperbolic-parabolic systems of partial
differential equations extending previous work on hyperbolic systems [7, 50]. The resulting first order
accurate governing equations for the slow variable then involves dissipative coefficients arising from
perturbed convective terms as well as inherited directly from the system out of equilibrium. We simplify
the expression of the former dissipative coefficients by using convenient generalized inverses, investigate
their smoothness, and study the symmetrizing properties of the resulting systems of partial differential
equations. Applying these results to the fast internal energy relaxation problem, we establish that the
volume viscosity term of the one-temperature fluid model arises through a Chapman-Enskog expansion.
Both the volume viscosity term arising from the perturbed convective fluxes and the shear viscosity
term inherited from the out of equilibrium viscous tensor are finally involved in the equilibrium viscous
tensor. This yields a rigorous framework for the asymptotic fast relaxation limit more satisfactory
than traditional physically intuitive procedures. The general relation between the volume viscosity
coefficient and internal energy relaxation time is also recovered.
The equations governing one-temperature fluids may thus be derived through a double Chapman-
Enskog expansion, first from a kinetic framework to a fluid model out of thermodynamic equilibrium,
and then from the non equilibrium model towards the equilibrium one-temperature fluid. They may
also be obtained, however, through a direct Chapman-Enskog expansion going directly from the kinetic
model to the equilibrium one-temperature fluid. Differences and similarities between the resulting sets
of partial differential equations are addressed.
The nonequilibrium two-temperature model is presented in Section 2 and its symmetrization is
obtained in Section 3. The corresponding equations at equilibrium are examined in Section 4. The
Chapman-Enskog expansion is addressed in Section 5 and the kinetic derivation of the model is sketched
in Appendix A.
2 Governing equations
The system of equations modeling fluids out of thermodynamic equilibrium derived from the kinetic
of gases [3, 4] is investigated. The mathematical assumptions are presented and the system of partial
differential equations is rewritten in quasilinear form. The local thermal equilibrium temperature is
introduced and the traditional physical derivation of the volume viscosity term is presented.
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2.1 Conservation equations
In a nonequilibrium gas with internal degrees of freedom, the conservation of mass, momentum, internal
energy and total energy may be written in the form [3, 4]
∂tρ+∇·(ρv) = 0, (2.1)
∂t(ρv) +∇·(ρv⊗v + pI) +∇·Π = 0, (2.2)
∂tEin +∇·(vEin) +∇·Qin = ωin, (2.3)
∂t(Etr + Ein +
1
2ρ|v|
2) +∇·
(
v(Etr + Ein +
1
2ρ|v|
2 + p)
)
+∇·(Qtr +Qin +Π ·v) = 0. (2.4)
In these equations ∂t denotes the time derivative operator,∇ the space derivative operator, ρ the mass
density, v the fluid velocity, ⊗ the tensor product symbol, p the pressure, Π the viscous tensor, I the
unit tensor in the physical space Rd, Ein the internal energy of internal origin per unit volume, Qin the
heat flux of internal origin, ωin the energy exchange rate, Etr the internal energy of translational origin
per unit volume, and Qtr the heat flux of translational origin. We denote by d ≥ 1 the dimension of
the physical model under consideration so that we have v = (v1, . . . , vd)
t and∇ = (∂1, . . . , ∂d)
t with vi
denoting the velocity in the ith spatial direction, ∂i the derivation in the ith spatial direction and bold
symbols are used for vector or tensor quantities in the physical space Rd. These equations (2.2)–(2.4)
may further be combined in order to form an evolution equation for the internal energy of translational
origin
∂tEtr +∇·(vEtr) +∇·Qtr = −p∇·v −Π:∇v − ωin. (2.5)
The equations (2.2)–(2.4) have to be completed by relations expressing the thermodynamic properties
Ein, Etr, and p, the rate of energy exchange ωin, and the transport fluxes Π , Qin and Qtr.
2.2 Thermodynamics
The pressure p, the total internal energy per unit volume E , the internal energy of translational origin
per unit volume Etr, and the internal energy of internal origin per unit volume Ein are in the form
p = ρrTtr, E = ρe, Etr = ρetr, Ein = ρein, (2.6)
where r denotes the gas constant per unit mass, e the total internal energy per unit mass, etr the
internal energy of translational origin per unit mass, and ein the internal energy of internal origin per
unit mass. These energies per unit mass e(Ttr, Tin), etr(Ttr), and ein(Tin) are given by
e = etr + ein, etr = cv,trTtr, ein = ein,st +
∫ Tin
Tst
cin(θ) dθ, (2.7)
where cv,tr =
3
2r denotes the translational heat at constant volume per unit mass, Ttr the translational
temperature, cin the internal heat per unit mass, Tin the internal temperature, Tst the standard tem-
perature, and ein,st the internal formation energy at the standard temperature. We will also use in the
following the translational heat at constant pressure per unit mass cp,tr =
5
2r and the formation energy
at zero temperature e0in = ein(0).
The total entropy per unit volume S, the translational entropy per unit volume Str and the internal
entropy per unit volume Sin are defined by
S = ρs, Str = ρstr, Sin = ρsin, (2.8)
where s denotes the total entropy per unit mass, str the translational entropy per unit mass, and sin
the internal entropy per unit mass. These entropies per unit mass s(ρ, Ttr, Tin), str(ρ, Ttr), and sin(Tin)
are in the form
s = str + sin, str = str,st + cv,tr log
(Ttr
Tst
)
− r log
( ρ
ρst
)
, sin = sin,st +
∫ Tin
Tst
cin(θ)
θ
dθ, (2.9)
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where str,st denotes the translational formation entropy at the standard temperature Tst and pressure
pst, ρst = mpst/(RTst) the standard mass density, m the molar mass of the gas, and sin,st the internal
formation entropy at the standard temperature Tst and pressure pst. From the definition of str and
sin it is further obtained that Ttrdstr = detr − (p/ρ2)dρ and Tindsin = dein where d denotes the total
differential, so that the Gibbs relation out of thermodynamic equilibrium may be written [3, 4]
ds =
cv,tr
Ttr
dTtr +
cin
Tin
dTin −
r
ρ
dρ. (2.10)
From the differential of entropy (2.10), after some algebra, the following entropy governing equation is
obtained [3, 4]
∂tS +∇·(vS) +∇·
(Qtr
Ttr
+
Qin
Tin
)
= v, (2.11)
where the entropy production v given by
v = −
Qtr·∇Ttr
T 2tr
−
Qin·∇Tin
T 2in
−
Π:∇v
Ttr
+
ωin(Ttr − Tin)
TtrTin
. (2.12)
We will later establish that both the entropy production due to variables’ gradients and the entropy
production due to energy exchange are nonnegative. For future use, we also introduce the translational
and internal Gibbs functions per unit mass gtr = etr + rTtr − Ttrstr and gin = ein − Tinsin as well as
the translational enthalpy per unit mass htr = etr + rTtr.
The rate of energy exchange between the translational and internal degrees of freedom ωin may
finally be written [3]
ωin =
ρcin
τin
(Ttr − Tin), (2.13)
where τin denotes the energy exchange time.
2.3 Transport fluxes
In the framework of the kinetic theory of polyatomic gases out of thermodynamic equilibrium, the
translational and internal heat fluxes are in the form [3]
Qtr =− λtr,tr∇Ttr − λtr,in∇Tin, (2.14)
Qin =− λin,tr∇Ttr − λin,in∇Tin, (2.15)
where λtr,tr, λtr,in, λin,tr, and λin,in denote thermal conductivities. Both temperature gradients are in-
volved in both fluxes even though the cross thermal conductivities λtr,in and λin,tr are generally smaller
than λtr,tr and λin,in [3]. We will denote by Qtr = (Qtr,1, . . . , Qtr,d)
t and Qin = (Qin,1, . . . , Qin,d)
t the
spatial components of the heat fluxes Qtr and Qin.
On the other hand, the viscous tensor is given by
Π = −η
(
∇v + (∇v)t − 2d′ (∇·v)I
)
, (2.16)
where η denotes the shear viscosity and d′ the dimension of the velocity space in the underlying kinetic
framework. It will be assumed in the following that the dimension of the kinetic velocity space d′ is
such that 2 ≤ d′ and d ≤ d′. The assumption 1 ≤ d ≤ d′ means that the spatial dimension d of the
model has eventually been reduced, so that the equations are considered in Rd independently from
kinetic velocity fluctuations which always have the maximum dimension d′. The assumption 2 ≤ d′ is
natural since d′ = 3 in our physical world and since Π is identically zero when d′ = 1. We also denote
by Πij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ d, the components of the viscous tensor Π.
The structure of these transport fluxes derived from the kinetic theory of non equilibrium gases
is naturally compatible with the Curie principle. The thermal conductivities λtr,tr, λtr,in, λin,tr, and
λin,in and the shear viscosity η are defined in a kinetic framework in terms of bracket products between
solutions of integral linearized Boltzmann equation [3]. The mathematical structure of the transport
coefficients presented in the following is extracted from these kinetic relations. From the expression
(2.16) it is also noted that the viscous tensor Π does not present a volume viscosity term and our aim
is to investigate the apparition of such a contribution in the one-temperature equilibrium limit model
as the relaxation time τin goes to zero.
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2.4 Mathematical assumptions
The mathematical assumptions naturally associated with fluids out of thermodynamic equilibrium are
presented. The rescaled energy exchange time τ¯in as well as the rescaled transport coefficients η¯, λ¯tr,tr,
λ¯tr,in, λ¯in,tr, and λ¯in,in are introduced in order to investigate the fast relaxation limit. The assumptions
associated with thermodynamic properties and the energy exchange rate are the following where κ ≥ 3
denotes the regularity class of thermodynamic functions [18, 21, 3].
(T1) The formation energy ein,st and formation entropies str,st and sin,st are real constants. The
mass per unit mole m, the gas constant R, and the gas constant per unit mass r = R/m are
positive. The internal species heat per unit mass cin(Tin) is a C
κ−1 function over [0,∞) and
there exist constants c and c such that 0 < c 6 cin(Tin) 6 c for all Tin > 0.
(T2) The energy exchange rate τin(p, Ttr, Tin) is in the form
τin = ǫτ¯in = ǫ
pstτ¯ stin
p
, (2.17)
where ǫ ∈ (0, 1] denotes a positive parameter, τ¯in(p, Ttr, Tin) = pstτ¯ stin/p the rescaled energy
exchange time and τ¯ stin (Ttr, Tin) the rescaled energy exchange time at the standard pressure p
st
which only depends on Ttr and Tin. The rescaled time τ¯
st
in is a positive C
κ function of the two
temperatures Ttr, Tin ∈ (0,∞).
The extension up to zero temperature of specific heats, energies and enthalpies is commonly used
in thermodynamics. The internal specific heat remain bounded away from zero since we consider a
polyatomic gas governed by Boltzmann type statistics [3]. This specific heat may also depend on both
temperatures but such a dependence would easily be included. The fact that the quantity pτin only
depends on (Ttr, Tin) is a direct consequence from the kinetic theory and will imply that the volume
viscosity only depends on (Ttr, Tin). The assumptions associated with the transport coefficients are the
following.
(Tr1) The coefficients η, λtr,tr, λtr,in, λin,tr, and λin,in are in the form
η = ǫdη¯, λtr,tr = ǫdλ¯tr,tr, λtr,in = ǫdλ¯tr,in,
λin,tr = ǫdλ¯in,tr, λin,in = ǫdλ¯in,in, (2.18)
where ǫd ∈ (0, 1] denotes a positive parameter, and η¯, λ¯tr,tr, λ¯tr,in, λ¯in,tr, and λ¯in,in the rescaled
transport coefficients. The rescaled coefficients η¯, λ¯tr,tr, λ¯tr,in, λ¯in,tr, and λ¯in,in are C
κ func-
tions of the two temperatures Ttr, Tin ∈ (0,∞).
(Tr2) For any Ttr, Tin ∈ (0,∞), the matrix[
T 2inλ¯in,in T
2
trλ¯in,tr
T 2inλ¯tr,in T
2
trλ¯tr,tr
]
, (2.19)
is symmetric positive definite. In the viscous tensor (2.16), the coefficient η is positive and the
dimension d′ of the kinetic velocity space is such that max(2, d) ≤ d′.
These properties are directly deduced from the definition of transport coefficients within the frame-
work of the kinetic theory of nonequilibrium gases [38, 3]. The symmetry properties of the matrix
(2.19) may also be interpreted as Onsager type relations associated with the variables 1/Tin and 1/Ttr.
We now deduce some properties of the thermal conductivities that will be needed in the following.
Lemma 2.1. Assuming that (Tr1) holds, the matrix of thermal conductivities (2.19) is positive definite
if and only if λ¯tr,in > 0, λ¯in,tr > 0 and
|λ¯tr,inλ¯in,tr| < λ¯tr,trλ¯in,in. (2.20)
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In this situation, the matrix[
T 2inλ¯in,in T
2
trλ¯in,tr + T
2
inλ¯in,in
T 2in(λ¯tr,in + λ¯in,in) T
2
tr(λ¯tr,tr + λ¯in,tr) + T
2
in(λ¯tr,in + λ¯in,in)
]
, (2.21)
is also symmetric positive definite.
Proof. Assuming that the matrix (2.19) is positive definite, we obtain that λtr,tr > 0, λin,in > 0 and
that its determinant is positive which yield (2.20) and the converse is straightforward.
On the other hand, both diagonal coefficients of (2.21) are positive and its determinant is evaluated
to be that of (2.20) using T 2inλ¯tr,in = T
2
trλ¯in,tr.
We further deduce from these assumptions that the physical entropy production is nonnegative.
Lemma 2.2. Assuming that (T1)(T2) and (Tr1)(Tr2) hold, the physical entropy production (2.12)
in equation (2.11) is nonnegative. In addition, the three contributions −T 2inQtr·∇Ttr − T
2
trQin·∇Tin,
−Π:∇v, and ωin(Ttr − Tin) are nonnegative.
Proof. Using the expressions for the heat fluxes (2.14)(2.15), the viscous tensor (2.16), and the energy
exchange rate (2.13), the entropy production v is easily rewritten in the form
v =
ǫdλ¯tr,tr
T 2tr
|∇Ttr|
2 +
ǫdλ¯tr,in
T 2tr
∇Ttr·∇Tin +
ǫdλ¯in,tr
T 2in
∇Tin·∇Ttr +
ǫdλ¯in,in
T 2in
|∇Tin|
2
+
ǫdη¯
Ttr
(
1
d
−
1
d′
)(∇·v)2 +
ǫdη¯
2Ttr
∣∣∇v +∇v − 2d∇·v I∣∣2 + 1ǫ ρcinτ¯in (Ttr − Tin)
2
TtrTin
, (2.22)
where for any matrix A we have denoted by |A| the Frobenius norm with |A|2 =
∑
1≤i,j≤dA
2
ij . The
three last terms in (2.22) are then nonnegative as well as the sum of the four first thanks to the property
of the matrix (2.19).
2.5 Local equilibrium temperature
The local thermal equilibrium temperature is defined as the unique scalar T such that
etr(T ) + ein(T ) = etr(Ttr) + ein(Tin), (2.23)
keeping in mind that etr(T )+ ein(T ) is an increasing function of T since cv,tr and cin are both positive.
The temperature T is thus a Cκ function of (Ttr, Tin) and is the temperature that would be obtained
locally at thermal equilibrium Ttr = Tin assuming that the internal energy etr + ein is kept fixed. The
function ein(Tin) is generally nonlinear but we may write that ein(T ) − ein(Tin) = (T − Tin)c˜in where
c˜in =
∫ 1
0
cin
(
Tin+s(T −Tin)
)
ds. The relation etr(Ttr)−etr(T ) = ein(T )−ein(Tin) may thus be recast in
the form (Ttr−T )cv,tr = (T−Tin)c˜in or (Ttr−T )c˜v = (Ttr−Tin)c˜in where c˜v(Ttr, Tin) = cv,tr+c˜in(Ttr, Tin).
On the other hand, after some algebra, the following equation is obtained for the temperature
difference Ttr − Tin
∂t(Ttr − Tin) + v·∇(Ttr − Tin) = −
p∇·v
ρcv,tr
−
1
ρcv,tr
(
Π:∇v +∇·Qtr −
cv,tr
cin
∇·Qin
)
−
cv
cv,tr
Ttr − Tin
τin
,
where we have defined cv(Tin) = cv,tr + cin(Tin). This is a relaxation equation which yields at leading
order the approximation Ttr − Tin ≃ −p∇·vτin/(ρcv) so that the temperature difference is asymptoti-
cally proportional to the divergence of the velocity field. Defining the nonequilibrium volume viscosity
by [3]
κ = κ(Ttr, Tin) =
r c˜in pτin
cvc˜v
=
r c˜in p
stτ stin
cvc˜v
,
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we thus obtain at leading order that ρr(Ttr − T ) ≃ −κ∇·v. In the fast relaxation limit with ǫ → 0
and τin = ǫτ¯in we thus have Ttr − T = O(ǫ) as well as Ttr − Tin = O(ǫ) and both temperatures Ttr
and Tin converge towards the thermal equilibrium temperature T . We have consistently termed T the
thermal equilibrium temperature and termed equilibrium states the states such that Ttr = Tin. After
some algebra we further obtain that
ρr(Ttr − T ) = −κ∇·v −
κ
p
(
Π:∇v +∇·Qtr −
cv,tr
cin
∇·Qin
+ ρ∂t(Ttr − Tin) + ρv·∇(Ttr − Tin)
)
, (2.24)
and since all conductivities and the shear viscosity are O(ǫd) we deduce that
ρr(Ttr − T ) = −κe(T )∇·v +O
(
ǫ(ǫ + ǫd)
)
, (2.25)
where κe(T ) = κ(T, T ). In the momentum equation, the pressure term ρrTtr may then be written
ρrT − κe∇·v and the pressure tensor ρrTtrI +Π is asymptotically in the form
ρrTtrI +Π = ρrTI − κe(∇·v)I − ηe
(
∇v + (∇v)t − 2d′ (∇·v)I
)
+O
(
ǫ(ǫ + ǫd)
)
,
where ηe(T ) = η(T, T ). This is in agreement with classical one-temperature models where the pressure
ρrT is evaluated at the thermal equilibrium temperature T and the viscous tensor includes a volume
viscosity term −κe(∇·v)I.
Such a derivation may be found in many physics papers and books either in a molecular framework
or in a macroscopic fluid framework usually around the equilibrium state [27, 46, 6, 16, 34, 37, 38, 3, 4, 5].
Numerical simulations using the Boltzmann equation have consistently established that the limit one-
temperature model is an accurate description of the two temperature fluid when the relaxation time is
small [3]. One of the goals of this paper is to justify rigorously the above physical traditional analysis.
2.6 Quasilinear form
Letting n = d+3, the conservative variable u ∈ Rn associated with equations (2.1)–(2.4) is found to be
u =
(
ρ, ρv, Ein, Etr + Ein +
1
2ρv·v
)t
, (2.26)
and the natural variable z ∈ Rn is defined by
z =
(
ρ,v, Tin, Ttr
)t
. (2.27)
For convenience, the velocity components of vectors in Rn = R × Rd × R2 are generally written as
vectors of Rd. We introduce the corresponding open sets Ou and Oz of Rn given by
Ou =
{
u = (uρ, uv, uin, utl)
t ∈ Rn; uρ > 0, uin > uρe
0
in, utl > f(uρ, uv, uin)
}
, (2.28)
where f : (0,∞)×Rd×(0,∞)→ R is given by f(uρ, uv, uin) = uin +
1
2uv ·uv/uρ and
Oz = (0,∞)×R
d×(0,∞)2. (2.29)
Proposition 2.3. Assuming that (T1) holds, the map z 7−→ u is a Cκ diffeomorphism from the open
set Oz onto the open set Ou and the open set Ou is convex.
Proof. We first establish that the map z 7−→ u is one to one. Assuming that u(z♯) = u(z♭) for
z♯, z♭ ∈ Oz, the corresponding mass densities then coincide ρ
♯ = ρ♭, as well as the velocities v♯ = v♭
with straightforward notation. Furthermore, the energies E♯in = E
♭
in also coincide so that e
♯
in = e
♭
in
and we may use the positivity of the specific heat cin to deduce that T
♯
in = T
♭
in. Finally, we also have
E♯tr = E
♭
tr so that T
♯
tr = T
♭
tr and the map is one to one. Moreover, the map z 7−→ u is C
κ over the open
set Oz since ein is a Cκ function of Tin.
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On the other hand, the Jacobian matrix ∂zu has a triangular structure
∂
z
u =

1 01,d 0 0
v ρI 0d,1 0d,1
ein 01,d ρcin 0
etl ρv
t ρcin ρcv,tr
 ,
where 0i,j denotes a zero matrix with i lines and j columns and etl the total energy per unit mass
etl = e+
1
2v·v = etr + ein +
1
2v·v. Since cin > 0, cv,tr > 0, and ρ > 0 we deduce that ∂zu is invertible.
From the inverse function theorem, the map z 7−→ u is a local Cκ diffeomorphism and its image is an
open set. Since z 7−→ u is one to one it is thus a global Cκ diffeomorphism. From the construction
of u and (T1), it is easily established that the range of z → u is the open set Ou defined by (2.28).
Indeed, denoting by u = (uρ, uv, uin, utl)
t the components of the conservative variable u, the condition
uin > uρe
0
in is equivalent to Tin > 0 and utl > f(uρ, uv, uin) is equivalent to Ttr > 0.
In order to establish that O
u
is convex, it is sufficient to establish that f is convex overO
z
. Denoting
by u = (uρ, uv, uin, utl)
t the components of the conservative variable we obtain that ∂uρf = −
uv ·uv
u2ρ
,
∂uvf = 2
u
t
v
uρ
, ∂uinf = 1. Similarly we have ∂
2
uρ
f = 2 uv ·uv
u3ρ
, ∂2
uρ uv
f = −2 u
t
v
u2ρ
, ∂2
uv
f = 2 1
u2ρ
I and all second
derivatives involving uin vanish, so that for any x ∈ R
d+2
〈∂2uf x, x〉 =
2
u3ρ
(uρxv − uvxρ)·(uρxv − uvxρ).
Hence ∂2
u
f is positive semi-definite so that f is convex and the proof is complete.
The equations modeling fluids out of thermodynamic equilibrium may then be written in the com-
pact form
∂tu+
∑
i∈D
∂iFi + ǫd
∑
i∈D
∂iF
diss
i −
1
ǫ
Ω = 0, (2.30)
where Fi is the convective flux in the ith direction, ǫd the Knudsen number, F
diss
i the rescaled dissipative
flux in the ith direction, ǫ the relaxation parameter, Ω the rescaled source term, and D = {1, . . . , d }
the indexing set of spatial dimensions.
From the governing equations (2.1)–(2.4) the convective flux Fi in the ith direction is given by
Fi =
(
ρvi, ρvvi + pei, Einvi, (Etr + Ein + p+
1
2ρv·v)vi
)t
, (2.31)
where ei denotes the basis vectors of R
d. Similarly, the dissipative flux ǫdF
diss
i is given by
ǫdF
diss
i =
(
0, Πi, Qin,i, Qtr,i +Qin,i +Πi·v
)t
, (2.32)
where Πi denotes the vector Πi = (Π1i, . . . , Πdi)
t, and the source term is given by
1
ǫ
Ω =
(
0,0, ωin, 0
)t
. (2.33)
From the expressions of the viscous tensor and of the heat fluxes we deduce that the dissipative fluxes
Fdissi may be written in the form F
diss
i = −
∑
j∈D B̂ij(z)∂jz where B̂ij denotes the dissipation matrix
relating the rescaled flux Fdissi in the ith direction with the gradient of the natural variable ∂jz in the
jth direction. These matrices B̂ij are square matrices of size n = d+3 that are directly written in terms
of rescaled transport coefficients and thermodynamic properties. Thanks to Proposition 2.3, we may
then write that Fdissi = −
∑
j∈D Bij(u)∂ju where the dissipation matrix Bij is defined as Bij = B̂ij∂uz.
Further introducing the Jacobian matrices of the convective fluxes Ai = ∂uFi the governing equations
are finally rewritten in the form of a quasilinear system in terms of the conservative variable u whose
structure is discussed in Section 3.
8
3 Symmetrization and normal form
We discuss symmetrization with entropic variables and normal variables for abstract systems with
small second order terms and stiff sources as well as source terms in quasilinear form [51]. We then
explicitly evaluate the natural entropic symmetrized form and a normal form for the system of partial
differential equations modeling fluids out of thermodynamic equilibrium.
3.1 Entropic variables
We consider an abstract second order quasilinear system of conservation laws in the general form
∂tu+
∑
i∈D
Ai(u)∂iu− ǫd
∑
i,j∈D
∂i
(
Bij(u)∂ju
)
−
1
ǫ
Ω(u) = 0, (3.1)
where u ∈ O
u
, O
u
is an open convex set of Rn, n ≥ 1, and ǫd and ǫ are positive parameters. The
system coefficients are such that Ai = ∂uFi where Fi, i ∈ D, are fluxes, and we assume that the fluxes
Fi, i ∈ D, the dissipation matrices Bij , i, j ∈ D, and the source term Ω, are Cκ over Ou where κ ≥ 3.
We use the definition of a mathematical entropy for dissipative systems of conservation laws with
source terms presented in [22, 23] and simplified to the situation where the set Ou is convex. Properties
(E1)(E2) have been adapted from [25, 17], properties (E3)(E4) from [30, 44, 42, 31, 32] and properties
(E5)-(E7) from [7, 33] and we denote by Σ
d−1 the sphere in d dimension.
Definition 3.1. Consider a Cκ function u → σ(u) defined over the open convex domain O
u
. The
function σ is said to be an entropy function for the system (3.1) if the following properties hold.
(E1) The Hessian matrix ∂
2
uσ(u) = ∂u(∂uσ)
t(u) is positive definite over Ou.
(E2) There exist real-valued C
κ functions u → qi(u) such that ∂uσ(u)Ai(u) = ∂uqi(u) for u ∈ Ou
and i ∈ D.
(E3) We have
(
Bij(u)
(
∂2uσ(u)
)−1)t
= Bji(u)
(
∂2uσ(u)
)−1
for u ∈ Ou and i, j ∈ D.
(E4) The matrix B˜(u, ξ) =
∑
i,j∈D Bij(u)
(
∂2uσ(u)
)−1
ξiξj is positive semi-definite for u ∈ Ou and
ξ ∈ Σd−1.
(E5) There exists a fixed vector space E ⊂ Rn such that Ω(u) ∈ E⊥ for u ∈ Ou and Ω(u) = 0 if and
only if
(
∂uσ(u)
)t
∈ E and if and only if ∂uσ(u) Ω(u) = 0.
(E6) If Ω(u) = 0, then the matrix ∂uΩ(u)
(
∂2uσ(u)
)−1
is symmetric with its nullspace given by
N
(
∂uΩ(u)
(
∂2
u
σ(u)
)−1)
= E.
(E7) We have ∂uσ(u) Ω(u) ≤ 0 for u ∈ Ou.
Existence of an entropy is closely associated with symmetrization properties [25, 17, 30, 44, 42, 31,
32, 7, 33, 22, 23]. We do not encounter here the difficulty associated with nonideal fluids where only
local symmetrization are feasible and where Ou may not be convex [21, 22]. Note also that more general
source terms with no symmetry properties at equilibrium have been considered by Chen, Levermore
and Liu [7] and Yong [50]. The following definition of symmetrizability is associated with definition 3.1
of mathematical entropy but weaker definition may also be used [50, 47].
Definition 3.2. Consider a Cκ−1 diffeomorphism u → v from O
u
onto an open domain O
v
and the
system in the v variable
A˜0(v)∂tv +
∑
i∈D
A˜i(v)∂iv − ǫd
∑
i,j∈D
∂i
(
B˜ij(v)∂jv
)
−
1
ǫ
Ω˜(v) = 0, (3.2)
where A˜0 = ∂vu, A˜i = Ai∂vu = ∂vFi, B˜ij = Bij∂vu, and Ω˜ = Ω, have at least regularity κ − 2. The
system is said of the symmetric form if properties (S1)-(S7) hold.
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(S1) The matrix A˜0(v) is symmetric positive definite for v ∈ Ov.
(S2) The matrices A˜i(v), i ∈ C, are symmetric for v ∈ Ov.
(S3) We have B˜
t
ij(v) = B˜ji(v) for i, j ∈ C and v ∈ Ov.
(S4) The matrix B˜(v, ξ) =
∑
i,j∈D B˜ij(v)ξiξj is positive semi-definite for v ∈ Ov and ξ ∈ Σ
d−1.
(S5) There exists a fixed vector space E ⊂ Rn such that Ω˜(v) ∈ E⊥ for v ∈ Ov and Ω˜(v) = 0 if and
only if v ∈ E and if and only if
〈
v, Ω˜(v)
〉
= 0.
(S6) If Ω˜(v) = 0, then ∂vΩ˜(v) is symmetric and N
(
∂vΩ˜(v)
)
= E.
(S7) We have
〈
v, Ω˜(v)
〉
≤ 0 for v ∈ O
v
.
The manifold E is naturally termed the equilibrium manifold or the slow manifold, since Ω˜(v) = 0
when v ∈ E, and E⊥ is naturally termed the fast manifold since there is a fast variation of v with large
values of Ω˜ along the directions of E⊥. The equivalence between symmetrization (S1)-(S7) and entropy
(E1)-(E7) for hyperbolic-parabolic systems of conservation laws is obtained with v = (∂uσ)
t [22].
Theorem 3.3. Assume that the system (3.1) admits a Cκ entropy function σ defined over an open
convex domain Ou. Then the system can be symmetrized with the entropic variable v = (∂uσ)
t. Con-
versely, assume that the system can be symmetrized with the Cκ−1 diffeomorphism u→ v. Then there
exists a Cκ entropy over the open convex set O
u
such that v = (∂
u
σ)t.
We further investigate quasilinear symmetrized source terms Ω˜ which naturally arise in various
areas of mathematical physics [51] and are typical in the context of relaxation phenomena.
Definition 3.4. The symmetrized source terms Ω˜ is said to be in quasilinear form [51] if there exists
a Cκ−1 map v→ L˜(v) where L˜ is a square matrix of order n such that
Ω˜(v) = −L˜(v)v, (3.3)
and which satisfies the following properties (L1)-(L2).
(L1) The matrix L˜(v) is symmetric positive semi-definite for v ∈ Ov.
(L2) There exists a fixed vector space E ⊂ Rn such that N
(
L˜(v)
)
= E for v ∈ O
v
.
The structural properties of the source term (S5)-(S7) associated with the symmetrized form are
then automatically satisfied as established in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.5. Assume that the source term Ω˜ is in quasilinear form as in Definition 3.4. Then prop-
erties (S5)-(S7) are automatically satisfied with the same equilibrium manifold E.
Proof. From the symmetry of L˜ we deduce that Ω˜(v) ∈ E⊥ for v ∈ Ov because N(L˜) = E. Since L˜ is
positive semi-definite, we also obtain that Ω˜ = 0 if and only if v ∈ E and if and only if
〈
v,Ω(v)
〉
=
−
〈
v, L˜(v)v
〉
= 0.
Moreover, for any x ∈ E we have L˜(v)x = 0 so that ∂vL˜(v)x = 0. Therefore, for any v ∈ E, we
obtain that ∂vΩ˜(v) = −∂vL˜(v)v − L˜(v) = −L˜(v). This shows that at equilibrium ∂vΩ˜(v) = −L˜(v) so
that ∂vΩ˜(v) is symmetric and N(∂vΩ˜(v)) = E. Finally, it is straightforward to check that
〈
v,Ω(v)
〉
=
−
〈
v, L˜(v)v
〉
≤ 0 and the proof is complete.
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3.2 Normal variables
In order to split the variables between hyperbolic and parabolic variables, we further have to put the
system into a normal form, that is, in the form of a symmetric hyperbolic-parabolic composite system
[30, 32, 19].
Definition 3.6. Consider a symmetrized system as in Definition 3.2 and let v → w be a Cκ−1 dif-
feomorphism from the open set O
v
onto an open set O
w
. Letting v = v(w) in the symmetrized system
(3.2) and multiplying on the left side by (∂wv)
t we obtain a new system in the variable w
A0(w)∂tw +
∑
i∈D
Ai(w)∂iw− ǫd
∑
i,j∈D
∂i
(
Bij(w)∂jw
)
−
1
ǫ
Ω(w) = ǫdb(w, ∂xw), (3.4)
where A0 = (∂wv)
t A˜0 (∂wv), Bij = (∂wv)
t B˜ij (∂wv), Ai = (∂wv)
t A˜i (∂wv), Ω = (∂wv)
tΩ˜, have at
least regularity κ − 2, and where b is quadratic in the gradients b = −
∑
i,j∈D ∂i(∂wv)
t B˜ij (∂wv)∂jw.
This system satisfies in particular properties (S1)-(S4), that is, properties (S1)-(S4) rewritten in terms
of overbar matrices. This system (3.4) is said to be of the normal form if there exists a partition of
{1, . . . , n} into i = {1, . . . , ni} and ii = {ni + 1, . . . , ni + nii} with n = ni + nii such that the following
properties hold.
(N1) The matrices A0 and Bij have the block structure
A0 =
[
A
i,i
0 0ni,nii
0nii,ni A
ii,ii
0
]
, Bij =
[
0ni,ni 0ni,nii
0nii,ni B
ii,ii
ij
]
.
(N2) The matrix B
ii,ii
(w, ξ) =
∑
i,j∈D B
ii,ii
ij (w)ξiξj is positive definite for w ∈ Ow and ξ ∈ Σ
d−1.
(N3) We have b(w, ∂xw) =
(
bi(w, ∂xwii), bii(w, ∂xw)
)t
.
We have used here the vector and matrix block structure induced by the partitioning of Rn into
R
n = Rni × Rnii so that we have w = (wi,wii)t for instance.
The quadratic residual may also be written in the more elegant form
b =
∑
i,j∈D
mij(w) ∂iw ∂jw, (3.5)
where mij(w) are third order tensors that are functions of w ∈ Ow. From the regularity assumptions
of the original system (3.1), the coefficients of both symmetrized systems (3.2) and (3.4) have at least
regularity κ − 2 and the coefficients mij , i, j ∈ D, of b have at least regularity κ − 3. A sufficient
condition for system (3.2) to be recast into a normal form is that the nullspace naturally associated
with dissipation matrices B˜ is a fixed subspace of Rn. This is Condition (N) introduced by Kawashima
and Shizuta [32] which has been strengthened in [19] :
(N) The nullspace N(B˜) of the matrix B˜(v, ξ) =
∑
i,j∈D B˜ij(v)ξiξj does not depend on v ∈ Ov and
ξ ∈ Σd−1 and B˜ij(v)N(B˜) = 0, for i, j ∈ D.
Letting ni = dim
(
N(B˜)
)
and nii = n−ni we denote by P an arbitrary constant nonsingular matrix
of dimension n such that its first ni columns span the nullspace N(B˜). In order to characterize more
easily normal forms for symmetric systems of conservation laws satisfying (N) we may introduce the
auxiliary variables [19, 18] u′ = Ptu and v′ = P−1v. The dissipation matrices corresponding to these
auxiliary variables have nonzero coefficients only in the lower right block of size nii = n− ni. Normal
symmetric forms are then equivalently—and more easily—obtained from the v′ symmetric equation
[19, 18].
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Theorem 3.7. Consider a system of conservation laws (3.2) that is symmetric in the sense of Def-
inition 3.2 and assume that the nullspace invariance property (N) is satisfied. Denoting by u′ = Ptu
and v′ = P−1v, the auxiliary variable, any normal form of the system (3.2) is given by a change of
variable in the form w =
(
Fi(u′i),Fii(v
′
ii
)
)t
where Fi and Fii are two diffeomorphisms of Rni and Rnii,
respectively, and we have
b =
(
0, bii(w, ∂xwii)
)t
=
(
0,
∑
i,j∈D
m
ii,ii,ii
ij (w) ∂iwii ∂jwii
)t
, (3.6)
where mii,ii,iiij (w) are third order tensors depending on w with regularity at least κ − 3. Finally, when
Fii is linear, the quadratic residual b is zero.
The main interest of normal forms is that the resulting subsystem of partial differential equations
governing the variable wi is symmetric hyperbolic [30, 40] whereas the subsystem governing wii is
symmetric strongly parabolic [30, 32]. Note incidentally that for second order systems of partial
differential equations in such a symmetric form involving a ‘mass matrix’ A0, strong parabolicity is
equivalent to Petrovsky parabolicity [22].
We investigate in the following the situation where the general structure of the symmetrized source
term Ω˜ is transfered to the source term Ω of the normal variable. We consider a given normal change
of variable v→ w and we naturally define the image E of the equilibrium manifold E by the equivalent
properties
E = (∂
w
v)−1E, E
⊥
= (∂
w
v)tE⊥. (3.7)
Definition 3.8. Denoting by π˜ the orthogonal projector onto the fast manifold E⊥ and by π the
orthogonal projector onto E
⊥
, the normal variable is said to be quasilinear over the fast manifold when
any of the following equivalent properties hold
π˜v = π˜(∂
w
v)w, w ∈ Ow, (3.8)
πw = π(∂vw)v, v ∈ Ov. (3.9)
Proof. We have to establish that (3.8) and (3.9) are equivalent. However, π˜v = π˜(∂wv)w if and only if
v − (∂
w
v)w ∈ E and by definition (3.7) of E this is equivalent to (∂
w
v)−1
(
v − (∂
w
v)w
)
∈ E . Therefore
(3.8) is equivalent to w − (∂vw)v ∈ E that is to πw = π(∂vw)v which is precisely (3.9).
Proposition 3.9. Let v → w be a normal change of variable, assume that w is quasilinear over the
fast manifold as in Definition 3.8 and that E
⊥
is a fixed subspace of Rn. Then the source term of the
normal form Ω satisfy properties (S5)-(S7), that is properties (S5)-(S7) rewritten in terms of overbar
quantities.
Proof. We first note that E is a fixed subspace by assumption and that Ω ∈ E
⊥
since Ω = (∂wv)
tΩ˜,
Ω˜ ∈ E⊥ from (S5) and E
⊥
= (∂
w
v)tE⊥ by definition (3.7) of E .
Moreover, Ω(w) = 0 if and only if Ω˜(v) = 0 and if and only if v ∈ E from (S5). Furthermore v ∈ E if
and only if π˜v = 0 and if and only if (∂wv)w ∈ E using now relation (3.8). This last relation (∂wv)w ∈ E
is then equivalent to w ∈ (∂
w
v)−1E = E by definition (3.7). We have thus established that Ω(w) = 0
if and only if w ∈ E . On the other hand, we note that〈
w,Ω(w)
〉
=
〈
w, (∂
w
v)tΩ˜(v)
〉
=
〈
π˜(∂
w
v)w, Ω˜(v)
〉
=
〈
π˜v, Ω˜(v)
〉
=
〈
v, Ω˜(v)
〉
,
so that
〈
w,Ω(w)
〉
= 0 if and only if
〈
v, Ω˜(v)
〉
= 0 and if and only if Ω˜(v) = 0 from (S5), and if and
only if Ω(w) = 0 by definition of Ω and (S5) is established.
In order to establish (S6), we note that if w ∈ E , then Ω(w) = 0, in such a way that
∂wΩ(w) =
(
∂
w
v(w)
)t
∂vΩ˜(v)∂wv(w).
This relation now yields that ∂wΩ(w) is symmetric since v ∈ E and ∂vΩ˜(v) is symmetric from (S6),
and moreover that N
(
∂wΩ(w)
)
=
(
∂
w
v(w)
)−1
N
(
∂vΩ˜(v)
)
=
(
∂
w
v(w)
)−1
E from (S6) so that finally
N
(
∂wΩ(w)
)
= E by definition (3.7) of E and (S6) is established.
Finally, (S7) is a direct consequence of the identity
〈
w,Ω(w)
〉
=
〈
v, Ω˜(v)
〉
and of (S7) so that the
proof is complete.
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All properties of the entropic symmetrized form (S1)-(S7) may thus be transferred to the nor-
mal form, except for the conservativity of convective fluxes and the—eventual—presence of quadratic
residuals b.
Corollary 3.10. Assume that the nullspace invariance property (N) holds and that v → w is a normal
change of variable. Assume that the normal variable w is quasilinear over the fast manifold E
⊥
and
that E
⊥
is a fixed subspace. Then the following properties (S1)-(S7) hold and the quadratic residual b
is in the form (3.6).
(S1) The matrix A0(w) has the block structure (N1) and is symmetric positive definite for w ∈ Ow.
(S2) The matrices Ai(w), i ∈ C, are symmetric for w ∈ Ow.
(S3) The matrices Bij(w) have the block structure (N1) and satisfy B
t
ij(w) = Bji(w) for i, j ∈ C and
w ∈ Ow.
(S4) The matrix B
ii,ii
(w, ξ) =
∑
i,j∈D B
ii,ii
ij (w)ξiξj is positive definite for w ∈ Ow and ξ ∈ Σ
d−1.
(S5) There exists a fixed vector space E ⊂ Rn such that Ω(w) ∈ E
⊥
for w ∈ Ow, and Ω(w) = 0 if
and only if w ∈ E and if and only if
〈
w,Ω(w)
〉
= 0.
(S6) If Ω(w) = 0, then ∂wΩ(w) =
(
∂wΩ(w)
)t
and N
(
∂wΩ(w)
)
= E.
(S7) We have
〈
w,Ω(w)
〉
≤ 0 for w ∈ O
w
.
We finally investigate the situation where the quasilinear structure of the source term Ω˜ is transfered
to the source term Ω of the normal variable.
Lemma 3.11. Keep the assumptions of Proposition 3.9 and assume that the symmetrized source term
Ω˜ is in quasilinear form as in Definition 3.4. Then the source term Ω is also in quasilinear form
Ω(w) = − L(w)w, (3.10)
with
L = (∂wv)
t L˜ (∂wv), (3.11)
and the matrix L is symmetric positive semi-definite with N
(
L(w)
)
= E for w ∈ Ow.
Proof. The source term of the normal form Ω is given by Ω = (∂wv)
tΩ˜ so that we have Ω = −(∂wv)
tL˜v.
Since L˜π˜ = L˜ we next deduce using (3.8) that Ω = −(∂wv)
tL˜(∂wv)w = −L(w)w. It is then easily
obtained that L(w) = (∂
w
v)tL˜(∂
w
v) is symmetric positive semi-definite with nullspace E and range
E
⊥
.
In the following, we will use a compatibility relation between the mass matrix A0 and the fast
manifold E
⊥
which may be written A0π = πA0 where π is the orthogonal projector onto the fast
manifold E
⊥
. This commutation property A0π = πA0 will be especially useful in order to estimate the
‘fast component’ πw/ǫ of the normal variable [24]. Equivalent properties are presented in the following
lemma which is easily established.
Lemma 3.12. Let A0 ∈ Rn,n be symmetric positive definite and E ⊂ Rn be a linear subspace of Rn.
Denoting by π the orthogonal projector onto E
⊥
, the following properties are equivalent.
(i) A0π = πA0 (ii) A0E
⊥
⊂ E
⊥
(iii) A0E ⊂ E.
Taking into account that A0 is invertible we also obtain equivalent conditions with equality signs
so that (i)–(iii) holds if and only if A0E = E for instance.
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3.3 Natural entropic symmetrized form
We evaluate in this section the natural entropic symmetrized form for the system of partial differential
equations modeling fluids out of thermodynamic equilibrium (2.1)–(2.4). We use the mathematical
entropy σ = −S/r where the 1/r factor is introduced for convenience. For this particular system of
partial differential equations we have n = d+ 3, the velocity components of all quantities in Rd+3 are
denoted as vectors of Rd and the corresponding partitioning is also used for matrices.
Theorem 3.13. Assume that (T1)(T2) and (Tr1)(Tr2) hold. Then the function σ = −S/r is a math-
ematical entropy for the system (2.1)–(2.4) and the corresponding entropic variable is
v = (∂uσ)
t =
1
r
( gtr
Ttr
+
gin
Tin
−
1
2 |v|
2
Ttr
,
v
Ttr
,
1
Ttr
−
1
Tin
, −
1
Ttr
)t
. (3.12)
The map u→ v is a Cκ−1 diffeomorphism from Ou given in (2.28) onto the open set Ov given by
Ov = {v ∈ R
n; vd+2 + vd+3 < 0, vd+3 < 0}. (3.13)
The system written in terms of the entropic variable v is of the symmetric form with a source term in
quasilinear form
A˜0(v)∂tv +
∑
i∈D
A˜i(v)∂iv− ǫd
∑
i,j∈D
∂i
(
B˜ij(v)∂jv
)
+
1
ǫ
L˜(v)v = 0, (3.14)
where A˜0 = ∂vu, A˜i = Ai∂vu, B˜ij = Bij∂vu, Ω˜ = Ω = −L˜(v)v and the coefficients have regularity Cκ−1.
The matrix A˜0 is given by
A˜0 =

ρ Sym
ρv ρv⊗v + ρrTtrI
ρein ρeinv
t ρ(ein)
2 + ρrcinT
2
in
ρetl ρhtlv
t ρeinetl + ρrcinT
2
in Υ˜tl
 , (3.15)
where Υ˜tl = ρ(etl)
2 + ρrTtr|v|2 + ρrcinT 2in + ρrcv,trT
2
tr and etl = e+
1
2 |v|
2 = etr + ein +
1
2 |v|
2. Since A˜0
is symmetric, we only give its left lower triangular part and write “Sym” in the upper triangular part.
Denoting by ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξd)
t an arbitrary vector of Rd and letting A˜ =
∑
i∈D ξiA˜i, we have
A˜ = v·ξ A˜0 + ρrTtr

0 Sym
ξ ξ⊗v + v⊗ξ
0 einξ
t 0
v·ξ v·ξvt + htlξ
t
v·ξein 2v·ξhtl
 , (3.16)
where htl = etl + rTtr = h +
1
2 |v|
2 denotes the total enthalpy per unit mass. Moreover, we have the
decomposition
B˜ij = rB˜
λδij + η¯rTtr B˜
η
ij , (3.17)
where
B˜λ =

0 Sym
0d,1 0d,d
0 01,d T
2
inλ¯in,in T
2
trλ¯in,tr + T
2
inλ¯in,in
0 01,d T
2
in(λ¯tr,in + λ¯in,in) T
2
tr(λ¯tr,tr + λ¯in,tr) + T
2
in(λ¯tr,in + λ¯in,in)
 , (3.18)
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and denoting by ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξd)
t and ζ = (ζ1, . . . , ζd)
t arbitrary vectors of Rd, the matrices B˜ηij ,
i, j ∈ D, are given by
∑
i,j∈D
ξiζjB˜
η
ij =

0 01,d 0 0
0d,1 ξ·ζId + ζ⊗ξ −
2
d′ ξ⊗ζ 0d,1 ξ·ζ v + v·ξ ζ −
2
d′v·ζ ξ
0 01,d 0 0
0 ξ·ζ vt + v·ζ ξt − 2d′v·ξ ζ
t 0 ξ·ζ v·v + (1− 2d′ )v·ξ v·ζ
 . (3.19)
Finally, the equilibrium manifold is given by
E = R×Rd×{0} × R, (3.20)
the fast manifold by E⊥ = Red+2, the projector by π˜ = ed+2⊗ed+2 where e1, . . . , en denote the basis
vectors of Rn, and the matrix L˜ associated with the source term Ω˜ by
L˜(v) = r
ρcin
τ¯in
TinTtr ed+2⊗ed+2. (3.21)
Proof. The explicit calculation of the natural symmetrized system is long but presents no difficulty.
This establishes in particular all symmetry properties for A˜0, A˜i, i ∈ D, as well as the reciprocity
relations for B˜ij , i, j ∈ D, and the integer regularity class κ − 1 of the matrix coefficients.
Letting then x = (xρ, xv, xin, xtl)
t, with xv = (x1+1, . . . , x1+d)
t, the quadratic form associated with
A˜0 is evaluated to be
〈A˜0x, x〉 = ρ(xρ + v·xv + einxin + etlxtl)
2 + ρrTtr|xv + vxtl|
2
+ ρrcinT
2
in(xin + xtl)
2 + ρrcv,trT
2
trx
2
tl,
so that A˜0 is positive definite.
The matrix B˜λ is positive semi-definite from Lemma 2.1 so that for any ξ ∈ Rd, the matrix∑
i,j∈D ξiξjδijB˜
λ = (
∑
i∈D ξ
2
i )B˜
λ is also positive semi-definite. Letting next B˜η =
∑
i,j∈D ξiξjB˜
η
ij for
ξ ∈ Σd−1 and writting x = (x1, xv, xin, xtl)t for x ∈ Rn, we have〈
B˜ηx, x
〉
=
(
1− 2d′
)(
ξ · (xv + vxtl)
)2
+ |ξ|2
∣∣xv + vxtl∣∣2,
so that B˜η is positive semi-definite with nullspace N(B˜η) = {x ∈ Rn; xv + vxtl = 0} since d′ ≥ 2.
The source term reads Ω˜ =
(
0,0, ωin, 0
)t
where ωin = ρcin(Ttr − Tin)/τ¯in and the equilibrium
manifold has been defined from (3.20) so that E⊥ = {0}×{0}d×R×{0} = Red+2 and Ω˜ ∈ E⊥ by
construction. It is then easily checked that Ω˜(v) = −L˜(v)v, where L˜(v) = r ρcinτ¯in TinTtred+2⊗ed+2 and
e1, . . . , en denote the basis vectors of R
n, is positive semi-definite with nullspace N
(
L˜(v)
)
= E and the
proof is complete.
3.4 Normal form
We first investigate the nullspace invariance property for the symmetrized system (3.14) modeling fluids
out of thermodynamic equilibrium and then evaluate a convenient normal form.
Lemma 3.14. For any v ∈ O
v
and ξ ∈ Σd−1 the nullspace of the matrix B˜(v, ξ) =
∑
i,j∈D B˜ij(v)ξiξj
is given by
N(B˜) = R(1,0, 0, 0)t,
and we have B˜ij(v)N(B˜) = 0 for i, j ∈ D and v ∈ Ov.
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 3.13, letting x =
(
xρ, xv, xin, xtl)
t, with xv =
(
x1+1, . . . , x1+d)
t, we
obtain 〈
B˜x, x
〉
= η¯rTtr
d′−2
d
(
ξ · (xv + vxtl)
)2
+ η¯rTtr|ξ|
2
∣∣xv + vxtl∣∣2 + |ξ|2〈B˜λx, x〉.
Assuming that
〈
B˜x, x
〉
= 0 and |ξ| = 1, we obtain that
〈
B˜λx, x
〉
= 0 and
∣∣xv + vxtl∣∣ = 0 since d′ ≥ 2.
From the structure of B˜λ and Lemma 2.1 we deduce that xin = 0 and xtl = 0 and from
∣∣xv + vxtl∣∣ = 0
we next obtain that xv = 0 so that x1+i = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ d. We have thus established that N(B˜) is
spanned by (1,0, 0, 0)t and it is easily checked that B˜ij(v)N(B˜) = 0, for i, j ∈ D, v ∈ Ov.
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Since N(B˜) is spanned by (1,0, 0, 0)t, we may use the identity matrix In as the auxiliary matrix
P in Theorem 3.7 and the corresponding auxiliary variables u′ and v′ then coincide with u and v,
respectively. From Theorem 3.7 and the relations (2.26) and (3.12) all normal variables are thus in the
form
(
Fi(ρ),Fii(v, Tin, Ttr)
)t
where Fi and Fii are diffeomorphisms in R and Rd+2, respectively. The
natural variable z is in particular a normal variable but for convenience we select the normal variable
w =
(
ρ,v,
1
Ttr
−
1
Tin
,−
1
T
)t
. (3.22)
The third component of w indeed goes to zero with the relaxation time and the other components(
ρ,v,− 1T
)t
will converge towards the corresponding normal variable at thermodynamic equilibrium
we =
(
ρe,ve,−
1
Te
)t
. Moreover the corresponding normal form guarantees the important commutation
relation between the “mass”matrix A0 and the orthogonal projector π onto E
⊥
. We evaluate explicitly
in the following theorem the corresponding equations in normal form.
Theorem 3.15. Assume that (T1)(T2) and (Tr1)(Tr2) hold. Then the map v → w is a Cκ−1 diffeo-
morphism from Ov onto the open set Ow given by
Ow = (0,∞)×R
d×R×(−∞, 0). (3.23)
The system written in the w variable is in the normal form with a source term in quasilinear form
A0(w)∂tw+
∑
i∈D
Ai(w)∂iw− ǫd
∑
i,j∈D
∂i
(
Bij(w)∂jw
)
+
1
ǫ
L(w)w = ǫdb(w, ∂xwii), (3.24)
where A0 = (∂wv)
t A˜0 ∂wv, Ai = (∂wv)
t A˜i ∂wv, Bij = (∂wv)
t B˜ij ∂wv, Ω = (∂wv)
tΩ = −L(w)w, have
regularity κ − 1 and b = −
∑
i,j∈D ∂i(∂wv)
t B˜ij ∂wv ∂jw. The matrix A0 is given by
A0 =

1
ρ Sym
0d,1
ρI
rTtr
0 01,d Υin
0 01,d 0 Υtl
 ,
where
Υin = ρctrcinT
2
trT
2
in
ctrT
2
in + cinT
2
tr
r(ctrT 2tr + cinT
2
in)
2
, Υtl = ρT
4 c
2
v
r(ctrT 2tr + cinT
2
in)
,
with cin evaluated at Tin and cv evaluated at T . Denoting by ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξd)
t an arbitrary vector of
R
d, the matrices Ai, i ∈ D, are given by
∑
i∈D
ξiAi = A0v·ξ +

0 Sym
ξ 0d,d
0 −θinξ
t 0
0 θtlξ
t 0 0
 ,
with
θin =
ρTtrT
2
inTcin
ctrT 2tr + cinT
2
in
, θtl =
ρTtrT
2cv
ctrT 2tr + cinT
2
in
.
The matrices Bij have the structure
Bij =
1
r
B
λ
δij +
η¯
rTtr
B
η
ij ,
where the matrix B
λ
is given by
B
λ
=

0 Sym
0d,1 0d,d
0 0 λ̂in,in
0 0 λ̂tl,in λ̂tl,tl
 ,
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with
λ̂in,in =
T 4trT
4
in
(ctrT 2tr + cinT
2
in)
2
(c2trλ¯in,in
T 2in
−
ctrcinλ¯in,tr
T 2in
−
ctrcinλ¯tr,in
T 2tr
+
c2inλ¯tr,tr
T 2tr
)
,
λ̂in,tl = λ̂tl,in =
cvT
4
trT
4
inT
2
(ctrT 2tr + cinT
2
in)
2
(ctrλ¯in,in
T 2trT
2
in
+
ctrλ¯in,tr
T 4in
−
cinλ¯tr,in
T 4tr
−
cinλ¯tr,tr
T 2trT
2
in
)
,
λ̂tl,tl =
c2vT
2
trT
4
inT
4
(ctrT 2tr + cinT
2
in)
2
( λ¯in,in
T 2trT
2
in
+
λ¯in,tr
T 4in
+
λ¯tr,in
T 2trT
2
in
+
λ¯tr,tr
T 4in
)
.
Denoting by ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξd)
t and ζ = (ζ1, . . . , ζd)
t arbitrary vectors of Rd, the matrices B
η
ij,
i, j ∈ D, are given by
∑
i,j∈D
ξiζjB
η
ij =

0 01,d 0 0
0d ξ·ζ I + ζ⊗ξ −
2
d′ ξ⊗ζ 0d,1 0d,1
0 01,d 0 0
0 01,d 0 0
 .
The quadratic residual is given by
b =
(
0, bv, bin, btl
)t
where
rbv =
∑
i∈D
Π i∂i
( 1
Ttr
)
,
rbin =
cinT
2
in
ctrT 2tr + cinT
2
in
∑
i,j∈D
Πij∂ivj − ∂i
( cinT 2in
ctrT 2tr + cinT
2
in
)
(Qin,i +Qtr,i),
rbtl = −
cvT
2
ctrT 2tr + cinT
2
in
∑
i,j∈D
Πij∂ivj − ∂i
( cvT 2
ctrT 2tr + cinT
2
in
)
(Qin,i +Qtr,i).
The quadratic residual may be written in the form
b =
(
0,
∑
i,j∈D
m
ii,ii,ii(w) ∂iwii ∂jwii
)t
,
where mii,ii,ii have regularity κ − 2 since cin is of class κ − 1. The source term is given by
Ω =
1
r
(
0,0, ωin, 0
)t
,
where ωin = ρcin(Ttr − Tin)/τ¯in. The equilibrium linear manifold with respect to the normal variable is
a fixed subspace given by
E = E = R×Rd×{0}×R, (3.25)
and the normal variable w is quasilinear on the fast manifold E
⊥
= Red+2 so that (3.8) holds. The
source term Ω may thus be written in quasilinear form Ω(w) = −L(w)w with
L(w) =
ρcin
rτ¯in
TinTtr ed+2⊗ed+2, (3.26)
where e1, . . . , en denote the basis vectors of R
n. Finally, the normal variable is compatible with the fast
manifold and
πA0 = A0π. (3.27)
Proof. The proof is lengthy and tedious but presents no serious difficulties.
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4 Equations at equilibrium
The equation governing one-temperature fluids are presented in this section. Symmetrized form of the
corresponding system of partial differential equations are obtained as well as their links with that of
the system out of equilibrium.
4.1 Conservation equations
In order to investigate the fast relaxation limit ǫ→ 0 we will need to establish a stability theorem for
the equations governing fluids at thermodynamic equilibrium that are summarized in this section. The
equations modeling one-temperature fluids are in the form [18]
∂tρe +∇·(ρeve) = 0, (4.1)
∂t(ρeve) +∇·(ρeve⊗ve + peI) +∇·Πe = 0, (4.2)
∂t(Ee +
1
2ρ|ve|
2) +∇·
(
ve(Ee +
1
2ρ|ve|
2 + pe)
)
+∇·(Qe +Πe·ve) = 0, (4.3)
where the subscript e denotes thermodynamic equilibrium, ρe the mass density, ve the fluid velocity,
pe the pressure, Πe the viscous tensor involving the volume viscosity, Ee the internal energy per unit
volume, and Qe the heat flux.
The pressure pe and the internal energy per unit volume Ee are in the form pe = ρerTe and Ee = ρeee
where ee denotes the total internal energy per unit mass. This energy per unit mass ee(Te) is given by
ee = ee,st +
∫ Te
Tst
cve(θ) dθ, (4.4)
where cve(Te) = cv,tr + cin(Te) denotes the heat at constant volume per unit mass, Te the equilibrium
temperature, ee,st formation energy at the standard temperature and we have ee(Te) = etr(Te)+ein(Te).
We will also use in the following the heat at constant pressure per unit mass cpe = cve + r and the
formation energy at zero temperature e0e = ee(0).
The entropy per unit volume Se is given by Se = ρese where se denotes the entropy per unit mass.
This entropy per unit mass se(ρe, Te) is in the form
se = se,st +
∫ Te
Tst
cve(θ)
θ
dθ − r log
( ρe
ρst
)
, (4.5)
where se,st denotes the formation entropy at the standard temperature Tst and pressure pst, ρst the
mass density at the standard state, and we have se(ρe, Te) = str(ρe, Te) + sin(Te). It is then obtained
that Tedse = dee−(pe/ρ2e)dρe so that the Gibbs relation at thermodynamic equilibrium may be written
dse =
cve
Te
dTe −
r
ρe
dρe. (4.6)
From the differential of entropy (4.6), after some algebra, the following governing equation is obtained
∂tSe +∇·(veSe) +∇·
(Qe
Te
)
= ve = −
Qe·∇Te
T 2e
−
Πe:∇ve
Te
. (4.7)
It is easily established that the entropy production—now only due to gradients—is nonnegative. For
future use, we introduce the corresponding Gibbs function per unit mass ge = ee + rTe − Tese as well
as the enthalpy per unit mass he = ee + rTe and we have ge(ρe, Te) = gtr(ρe, Te) + gin(Te).
The equilibrium viscous tensor is in the form
Πe = −κe(Te) (∇·ve)I − ηe(Te)
(
∇ve + (∇ve)
t − 2d′ (∇·ve)I
)
, (4.8)
where ηe(Te) = η(Te, Te) and κe(Te) = κ(Te, Te), and the heat flux is given by
Qe = −λe(Te)∇Te, (4.9)
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with λe(Te) = λtr,tr(Te, Te) + λtr,in(Te, Te) + λin,tr(Te, Te) + λin,in(Te, Te).
Letting ne = d+ 2, the conservative variable ue ∈ R
ne associated with equations (4.1)–(4.3) is
ue =
(
ρe, ρeve, Ee +
1
2ρeve·ve
)t
, (4.10)
and the corresponding natural variable ze ∈ Rne reads ze =
(
ρe,ve, Te
)t
. The corresponding open sets
Oue and Oze of R
ne are given by
Oue =
{
ue = (uρ, uv, utl)
t ∈ Rne ; uρ > 0, utl > f
e(uρ, uv
}
, (4.11)
where f e : (0,∞)×Rd → R is given by f e(uρ, uv) = uρe0e +
1
2
uv ·uv
uρ
and Oze = (0,∞)×R
d×(0,∞). The
map ze → ue is easily shown to be a Cκ diffeomorphism from Oze onto Oue . Introducing the convective
and dissipative fluxes of the equilibrium fluid model (4.1)–(4.3)
Fei =
(
ρevei, ρevevei + peei, (Ee + pe +
1
2ρeve·ve)vei
)t
, (4.12)
ǫdF
e diss
i =
(
0, Πei, Qei +Πei·ve
)t
, (4.13)
using straightforward notation, the system at equilibrium may be rewritten in qualilinear form
∂tue +
∑
i∈D
Aei (ue)∂iue − ǫd
∑
i,j∈D
∂i
(
Beij(ue)∂jue
)
= 0, (4.14)
where Aei , i ∈ D, denote the Jacobian matrices A
e
i = ∂ueF
e
i and B
e
ij , i, j ∈ D, the dissipation matrices
at equilibrium with Fe dissi = −
∑
j∈D B
e
ij∂jue [30, 32, 18].
4.2 Symmetrized forms at equilibrium
We evaluate in this section the natural entropic symmetrized form as well as a normal form for the
system of partial differential equations modeling fluids at thermodynamic equilibrium (4.1)–(4.3). We
use the mathematical entropy σe = −Se/r where the 1/r factor is introduced for convenience. We also
relate these symmetric forms to the corresponding forms out of thermodynamic equilibrium.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that (T1)(T2) and (Tr1)(Tr2) hold. Then the function σe = −Se/r is a math-
ematical entropy for the system (4.1)–(4.3) and the corresponding entropic variable is
ve = (∂ueσe)
t =
1
r
( ge
Te
−
1
2 |ve|
2
Te
,
ve
Te
, −
1
Te
)t
. (4.15)
The map ue → ve is a Cκ−1 diffeomorphism from Oue given in (4.11) onto the open set Ove given by
Ove = R×R
d×(−∞, 0). (4.16)
The system written in terms of the entropic variable ve is of the symmetric form
A˜e0(ve)∂tve +
∑
i∈D
A˜ei (ve)∂ive − ǫd
∑
i,j∈D
∂i
(
B˜eij(ve)∂jve
)
= 0, (4.17)
where A˜e0 = ∂veue, A˜
e
i = A
e
i∂veue, B˜
e
ij = B
e
ij∂veue have regularity κ − 1. The matrix A˜
e
0 is given by
A˜e0 = ψ
t A˜0(ψve)ψ =

ρe Sym
ρeve ρeve⊗ve + ρerTeI
ρeee,tl ρehe,tlv
t
e Υ˜
e
tl
 , (4.18)
where Υ˜etl = ρe(etl,e)
2 + ρerTe(|ve|2 + cv,eTe), ee,tl = ee +
1
2 |ve|
2, he,tl = he +
1
2 |ve|
2, and
ψ =

1 01,d 0
0d,1 I 0d,1
0 01,d 0
0 01,d 1
 , (4.19)
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in such a way that ψve is the image of ve ∈ Rd+2 onto the equilibrium manifold E in Rd+3. Since A˜e0
is symmetric, we only give its left lower triangular part and write “Sym” in the upper triangular part.
Denoting by ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξd)
t an arbitrary vector of Rd and letting A˜e =
∑
i∈D ξiA˜
e
i , we have
A˜e = ψt A˜(ψve)ψ = ve·ξ A˜
e
0 + ρerTe

0 Sym
ξ ξ⊗ve + ve⊗ξ
ve·ξ ve·ξvte + he,tlξ
t 2ve·ξhe,tl
 . (4.20)
Moreover, we have the decomposition
B˜eij = rB˜
λ,eδij + κ¯erTe B˜
κ,e
ij + η¯erTe B˜
η,e
ij , (4.21)
where
B˜λ,e = ψt B˜λ(ψve)ψ =

0 Sym
0d,1 0d,d
0 01,d T
2
e λ¯e
 , (4.22)
and denoting by ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξd)
t and ζ = (ζ1, . . . , ζd)
t arbitrary vectors of Rd, the matrices B˜κ,eij and
B˜
η,e
ij , i, j ∈ D, are given by
∑
i,j∈D
ξiζjB˜
κ,e
ij =
 0 0d 010d ξ⊗ζ ve·ζ ξ
01 ve·ξ ζ
t ve·ξ ve·ζ
 , (4.23)
∑
i,j∈D
ξiζjB˜
η,e
ij =
 0 01,d 00d,1 ξ·ζId + ζ⊗ξ − 2d′ ξ⊗ζ ξ·ζ ve + ve·ξ ζ − 2d′ve·ζ ξ
0 ξ·ζ vte + ve·ζ ξ
t − 2d′ve·ξ ζ
t ξ·ζ ve·ve + (1 −
2
d′ )ve·ξ ve·ζ
 (4.24)
where I denotes the identity tensor, and we finally have B˜η,eij = ψ
t B˜
η
ij(ψve)ψ for i, j ∈ D.
Proof. The explicit calculation of the natural symmetrized system is long but presents no difficulty.
The resulting symmetrized form is then seen to be of regularity class κ − 1 and is established to
correspond with the matrices obtained from the nonequililibrium symmetrized form under the operation
Xe(ve) = ψ
tX(ψve)ψ where X denotes any of the matrices A˜0, A˜i, i ∈ D, B˜λ, and B˜
η
ij for i, j ∈ D.
Finally, there are extra new coefficients B˜κ,eij , i, j ∈ D, associated with the volume viscosity.
The nullspace invariance property for the symmetrized system (4.17) modeling fluids at thermody-
namic equilibrium is easily established with N(B˜e) = R(1,0, 0, )t. Since N(B˜e) is spanned by (1,0, 0, )t,
we may use the identity matrix Ine as the auxiliary matrix Pe in Theorem 3.7 and select the convenient
normal variable
we =
(
ρe,ve,−
1
Te
)t
. (4.25)
Theorem 4.2. Assume that (T1)(T2) and (Tr1)(Tr2) hold. Then the map ve → we is a Cκ−1 diffeo-
morphism from Ove onto the open set Owe given by
Owe = (0,∞)×R
d×(−∞, 0). (4.26)
The system written in the we variable is of the normal form
A
e
0(we)∂twe +
∑
i∈D
A
e
i (we)∂iwe − ǫd
∑
i,j∈D
∂i
(
B
e
ij(we)∂jwe
)
= ǫdbe(we, ∂xwiie), (4.27)
where A
e
0 = (∂weve)
t A˜e0 ∂weve, A
e
i (∂weve)
t A˜ei ∂weve, B
e
ij = (∂weve)
t B˜eij ∂weve, have regularity κ − 1 and
be = −
∑
i,j∈D ∂i(∂wev
t
e) B˜
e
ij ∂weve ∂jwe. The matrix A
e
0 is given by
A
e
0 = ψ
tA0(ψwe)ψ =

1
ρ Sym
0d,1
ρI
rTtr
0 01,d
ρeT
2
e
cv,e
r
 ,
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Denoting by ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξd)
t an arbitrary vector of Rd, the matrices A
e
i , i ∈ D, are given by
A
e
=
∑
i∈D
ξiA
e
i = ψ
tA(ψwe)ψ = A
e
0v·ξ +
 0 Symξ 0d,d
0 ρeTeξ
t 0
 .
The matrices B
e
ij have the structure
B
e
ij =
1
r
B
λ,e
δij +
κ¯
rTe
B
κ,e
ij ,+
η¯
rTe
B
η,e
ij ,
where the matrix B
λ,e
is given by
B
λ,e
= ψt B
λ
(ψwe)ψ =
 0 Sym0d,1 0d,d
0 0 λeT
2
e
 .
Denoting by ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξd)
t and ζ = (ζ1, . . . , ζd)
t arbitrary vectors of Rd, the matrices B
η,e
ij ,
i, j ∈ D, are given by
∑
i,j∈D
ξiζjB
η,e
ij =
 0 01,d 00d ξ·ζ I + ζ⊗ξ − 2d′ ξ⊗ζ 0d,1
0 01,d 0
 ,
and such that B
η,e
ij = ψ
t B
η
ij(ψwe)ψ whereas the matrices B
κ,e
ij , i, j ∈ D, are given by
∑
i,j∈D
ξiζjB
κ,e
ij =
 0 01,d 00d ξ⊗ζ 0d,1
0 01,d 0
 .
Finally the quadratic residual be is given by
r be =
(
0,
∑
i∈D
Πei∂i
( 1
T
)
,−Πe:∇ve
)t
,
and its coefficients have regularity κ.
Proof. The proof is lengthy and tedious but presents no serious difficulties.
5 Chapman-Enskog expansion
The Chapman-Enskog asymptotic expansion introduced by Liu [36] and Chen, Levermore and Liu [7]
for hyperbolic systems of conservation laws and further investigated by Kawashima and Yong [33] is
extended to the situation of hyperbolic-parabolic systems. The resulting first order accurate governing
equations for the slow variable then involve dissipative coefficients arising from perturbed convective
terms as well as inherited directly from the system out of equilibrium. The expression of dissipative
coefficients arising from convective fluxes in the first order accurate equations is also simplified by
using convenient generalized inverses with prescribed range and nullspace, their smoothness proper-
ties are discussed, as well as symmetrization properties of the resulting system of partial differential
equations. It is then established that the viscous fluid equations at equilibrium may be obtained from
the Chapman-Enskog expansion in the fast relaxation limit including the volume viscosity term, under
the natural scaling ǫ = ǫd. The equilibrium viscous tensor then includes both contributions arising
from perturbed convective terms as well as inherited from the non equilibrium fluid and involving
respectively the volume and shear viscosities.
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5.1 Setting of the problem
An abstract hyperbolic-parabolic system with small second order terms and stiff sources is considered.
We assume that the system has an entropy as in Definition 3.1 so that it can be written in symmetric
form. We keep the notation of Section 3.1 in order to avoid notational complexities.
We denote by a1, . . . , ane a basis of the slow manifold or equilibrium space E and by ane+1, . . . , an
a basis of the fast manifold E⊥. We also introduce the linear operators Πe = R
ne −→ Rn and
Πr = R
n−ne −→ Rn whose matrices in the canonical bases are given by
Πe = [a1, . . . , ane ] ,
and
Πr = [ane+1, . . . , an] .
We also introduce the metric matrices Je and Jr of order ne and n− ne, respectively, defined by
J−1e i,j = 〈ai, aj〉, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ne,
J −1r i,j = 〈ai, aj〉, ne + 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
Each vector x ∈ Rn admits a unique decomposition x = xE + xE⊥ where xE ∈ E and xE⊥ ∈ E
⊥. After
a little algebra, it is easily shown that, for any x ∈ Rn, the vector JeΠtex represents the coordinates of
xE with respect to the vectors a1, . . . , ane , whereas the vector JrΠ
t
rx represents the coordinates of xE⊥
with respect to the vectors ane+1, . . . , an. One may also easily check that we have the relations
xE = ΠeJeΠ
t
e x, xE⊥ = ΠrJrΠ
t
r x,
in such a way that we have in Rn
In = ΠeJeΠ
t
e +ΠrJrΠ
t
r,
where In denotes the identity tensor in R
n and, by definition of Je and Jr, we also have in Rne and in
R
n−ne
JeΠ
t
eΠe = Ine , JrΠ
t
rΠr = In−ne .
We investigate the equilibrium manifold in terms of the symmetric variable v and next in terms of the
conservative variable u.
Lemma 5.1. The equilibrium set in terms of the symmetrizing variable v is given by
{ v ∈ O
v
, Ω˜(v) = 0 } = O
v
∩ E. (5.1)
Proof. This directly results form (S5).
This result yields the following properties of the equilibrium set with respect to the conservative
variable u.
Lemma 5.2. The symmetrizing change of variable u→ v from O
u
onto O
v
induces a diffeomorphism
from { u ∈ Ou, Ω(u) = 0 } onto Ov ∩ E.
Proof. This directly results from Ω(u) = Ω˜(v).
We assume that there exists u⋆ with Ω(u⋆) = 0 so that the equilibrium manifold Ov∩E is nontrivial
O
v
∩ E 6= ∅. By eventually reducing the open set O
u
it is then possible to parametrize the equilibrium
manifold by its projection ue = Π
t
e u as shown by the following lemma.
Proposition 5.3. There exists a convex domain Ou
e
containing u⋆e = Π
t
eu
⋆ such that for any ue ∈ Ou
e
there exists a unique ueq ∈ Ou such that Ω(ueq) = 0 and ue = Π
t
e ueq. The map ue → ueq is C
κ and its
differential satisfies
∂uΩ
(
ueq
)
∂ueueq = 0, Π
t
e ∂ueueq = Ine . (5.2)
Denoting by veq = v(ueq) the symmetric variable associated with ueq, then the map ue → veq is at least
Cκ−1 and we have veq ∈ E.
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Proof. We introduce the map
Φ = (u, ue)
t →
(
ΠtrΩ(u),Π
t
eu− ue
)t
,
from Ou × ΠteOu to R
n. The map Φ is Cκ , Φ(u⋆, u⋆e) = 0, and we have to establish that its partial
differential with respect to u is invertible at (u⋆, u⋆e)
t. In other words, denoting (∂uΩ)
⋆ = ∂uΩ(u
⋆), we
have to establish that the two conditions Πtr(∂uΩ)
⋆x = 0 and Πtex = 0 imply that x = 0. However,
letting x =
(
(∂2uσ)
⋆
)−1
y the condition (∂uΩ)
⋆x = (∂vΩ˜)
⋆y ∈ E first implies that (∂vΩ˜)⋆y = 0 since
R
(
(∂vΩ˜)
⋆
)
= E⊥ and thus that y ∈ E since N
(
(∂vΩ˜)
⋆
)
= E. Using next the condition x ∈ E⊥ we
obtain that
〈(
(∂2uσ)
⋆
)−1
y, y
〉
= 0 and thus y = 0, since
(
(∂2uσ)
⋆
)−1
is positive definite, and finally that
x = 0. From the implicit function theorem, we may parametrize locally the equilibrium manifold in the
form
(
ueq(ue), ue
)
with ue ∈ Oue and the corresponding map ue → ueq(ue) is C
κ . Noting that Ω = 0
if and only if ΠtrΩ = 0, the differential identities (5.2) are finally obtained by direct differentiation of
Ω
(
ueq(ue)
)
= 0 and Πte
(
ueq(ue)
)
= ue. Finally, ue → veq is at least C
κ−1 since u→ v and ue → ueq are
at least Cκ−1 and we have veq ∈ E since ueq is an equilibrium state.
A first set of governing equations for the variable ue may next be obtained by applying directly
the projection operator Πte to the governing equations in conservative form and superimposing the
equilibrium condition u = ueq(ue). These equations are in the form
∂tue +
∑
i∈D
Aei (ue)∂iue − ǫd
∑
i,j∈D
∂i
(
Beij(ue)∂jue
)
= 0, (5.3)
where Aei (ue) = Π
t
eAi
(
ueq(ue)
)
∂ueueq and B
e
ij(ue) = Π
t
eBij(ueq(ue)
)
∂ueueq where ueq is the unique
equilibrium point obtained in Lemma 5.3.
When ǫd remains fixed as ǫ→ 0, this direct method yields the zeroth order governing equations for
the variable ue. A typical exemple is for instance the governing equations for chemical equilibrium flows
obtained when the chemistry times are faster than the flow times and investigated in [18]. However,
more accurate first order equations may be obtained by using the Enskog expansion [36, 7] as detailed in
the next section in the situation of hyperbolic-parabolic systems. These first order accurate equations
are required in particular when the dissipative terms are of first order with respect to ǫ.
5.2 Asymptotic analysis
It is now assumed in this section and in the following that ǫ = ǫd so that the relaxation time and
the dissipative coefficients are of the same order of magnitude. This legitimate scaling is discussed in
Appendix A and allows to investigate the double Chapman-Enskog expansion from a kinetic framework
to the one-temperature fluid equations.
The solution u of the full system (3.1) is first expanded formally
u =
∑
i≥0
ǫiui = u0 + ǫu1 +O(ǫ
2), (5.4)
where ui only depends on ∂
αue for |α| ≤ i. We then write the Enskog constraints
Πteu0 = ue, Π
t
eui = 0, i ≥ 1, (5.5)
as well as the full equations
∂t(u0 + ǫu1 + · · · ) +
∑
i∈D
∂i
(
Fi(u0) + ǫ∂uFi(u0)u1 + · · ·
)
− ǫ
∑
i,j∈D
∂i
(
Bij(u0)∂ju0 + · · ·
)
=
1
ǫ
(
Ω(u0) + ǫ∂uΩ(u0)u1 + · · ·
)
. (5.6)
The projected equations then read
∂tue +
∑
i∈D
∂i
(
ΠteFi(u0) + ǫΠ
t
e∂uFi(u0)u1 + · · ·
)
− ǫ
∑
i,j∈D
∂i
(
ΠteBij(u0)∂ju0 + · · ·
)
= 0, (5.7)
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and yield a hierarchy of systems of partial differential equations for the slow variable ue.
The zeroth order approximation is determined from (5.6) by the equilibrium condition
Ω(u0) = 0,
so that u0 = ueq(ue) is uniquely defined in terms of ue from Proposition 5.3, and the zeroth order
equations for ue obtained from (5.7) are in the form
∂tue +
∑
i∈D
∂i
(
ΠteFi(u0)
)
= 0. (5.8)
We will establish later that this yields a symmetrizable hyperbolic system of partial differential equa-
tions for the slow variable ue.
At the next order, from (5.5), we obtain for u1 the constraint Π
t
eu1 = 0, whereas from (5.6), we
obtain that
∂tu0 +
∑
i∈D
∂i
(
Fi(u0)
)
= ∂uΩ(u0)u1. (5.9)
With the Chapman-Enskog method, the time derivatives in (5.9) are evaluated from the zeroth order
equations (5.8) [6, 16, 7, 18, 33] in such a way that
∂uΩ(u0)u1 =
∑
i∈D
∂i
(
Fi(u0)
)
− ∂ueu0
∑
i∈D
∂i
(
ΠteFi(u0)
)
. (5.10)
We thus have to determine the first order corrector u1 from (5.10) and the constraint Π
t
eu1 = 0. The
first order accurate projected equations are then in the form
∂tue +
∑
i∈D
∂i
(
Fi(u0) + ǫ∂uFi(u0)u1
)
− ǫ
∑
i,j∈D
∂i
(
Bij(u0)∂ju0
)
= 0. (5.11)
On the other hand, for ue ∈ Oue and u0 = u0(ue) = ueq(ue), denoting by A˜0 the matrix A˜0(u0), we
have the direct sum
A˜0E ⊕ E
⊥ = Rn,
and since
(
A˜0
)−1
E
⊥ =
(
A˜0E
)⊥
we have also(
A˜0
)−1
E
⊥ ⊕ E = Rn,
and furthermore N(∂vΩ˜) = E and R(∂vΩ˜) = E
⊥ since u0 = ueq(ue) is an equilibrium state. Using the
results from Appendix B, we may introduce the generalized inverse Λ of −∂vΩ˜ with prescribed range
(A˜0)
−1
E
⊥ and nullspace A˜0E. Since −∂vΩ˜ is symmetric positive semi-definite, we also obtain from
Appendix B that Λ is symmetric positive semi-definite. In equation (5.10) we also note that ∂uΩ u1 =
∂vΩ˜ (A˜0)
−1u1 and that ∂iFi(u0) − ∂ueu0Π
t
e∂iFi(u0) ∈ E
⊥ since Πte ∂ueu0 = Ine and Π
t
e
(
∂iFi(u0) −
∂ueu0Π
t
e∂iFi(u0)
)
= 0. Noting then that u1 ∈ E⊥ so that
(
A˜0
)−1
u1 ∈
(
A˜0
)−1
E
⊥, we obtain from the
definition of the generalized inverse Λ that
(A˜0)
−1u1 = −Λ
∑
i∈D
(
∂iFi(u0)− ∂ueu0Π
t
e∂iFi(u0)
)
.
Moreover we note that
∂ueu0∂iΠ
t
eFi(u0) = ∂vu(u0)∂uev0∂iΠ
t
eFi(u0) = A˜0∂uev0∂iΠ
t
eFi(u0),
where v0 denotes the symmetrizing variable v(u0) corresponding to u0. MoreoverR(∂uev0) ⊂ E since all
v0(ue) for ue ∈ Oue are equilibrium states. As a consequence, we have ∂vu(u0)∂uev0∂iΠ
t
eFi(u0) ∈ A˜0E
and since N(Λ) = A˜0E, we deduce that
u1 = −
∑
j∈D
A˜0ΛAj∂ueu0∂jue.
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The corrective first order terms in (5.11) may thus be written∑
i∈D
∂i
(
Πte∂uFi(u0)u1
)
= −
∑
i,j∈D
∂i
(
ΠteAiA˜0ΛAj∂ueu0∂jue
)
= −
∑
i,j∈D
∂i
(
ΠteA˜iΛA˜j∂uev0∂jue
)
,
and we have thus obtained the second order system of partial differential equations
∂tue +
∑
i∈D
Aei (ue)∂iue − ǫ
∑
i,j∈D
∂i
(
Beij(ue)∂jue
)
= 0, (5.12)
where
Aei (ue) = Π
t
eAi ∂ueu0,
Beij(ue) = Π
t
eBij ∂ueu0 +Π
t
eA˜iΛA˜j∂uev0.
The dissipation matrices Beij thus include both contributions arising from the perturbed convective
terms ΠteA˜iΛA˜j∂uev0 as well as inherited from the original dissipative terms Π
t
eBij∂ueu0. For the
application to fluid presented in the next section, for instance, the viscous tensor includes both volume
and shear viscosity contributions. We now investigate symmetrizability of the resulting system (5.12)
of partial differential equations [7, 33] and simultaneously of both other systems (5.8) and (5.3).
Proposition 5.4. The Cκ map ue → σe(ue) defined over the open convex domain Oue by
σe(ue) = σ
(
ueq(ue)
)
,
is a mathematical entropy for the system of partial differential equations (5.12) as well as (5.8) and
(5.3). Denoting by veq = v(ueq) the symmetrizing variable corresponding to ueq, the corresponding
entropic variable is given by
ve = JeΠ
t
e veq,
and such that veq = Πeve, and the symmetrized equations read
A˜e0∂tve +
∑
i∈D
A˜ei (ve)∂ive − ǫ
∑
i,j∈D
∂i
(
B˜eij(ve)∂jve
)
= 0, (5.13)
where
A˜e0 = ∂veue = Π
t
eA˜0Πe, A˜
e
i = A
e
i∂veue = Π
t
eA˜iΠe,
B˜eij = B
e
ij∂veue = Π
t
eB˜ijΠe +Π
t
eA˜iΛA˜jΠe,
have regularity at least κ − 2.
Proof. Keeping in mind that u0 = ueq(ue) and v0 = v(u0) we first note that by differentiation that
vte = ∂ueσe = ∂uσ∂ueu0 = v
t
0∂ueu0. However, since u0 = ΠeJeue + ΠrJrΠ
t
ru0 we have ∂ueu0 = ΠeJe +
ΠrJrΠtr∂ueu0, and furthermore v
t
0Πr = 0 because Π
t
rv0 = 0 at equilibrium. As a consequence, we have
vte = v
t
0ΠeJe and finally ve = JeΠ
t
ev0 keeping in mind that Je is symmetric. This now implies that
v0 = Πeve since u0 is an equilibrium point and v0 ∈ E.
Differentiating ve = JeΠtev0 with respect to ue then yields ∂ueve = JeΠ
t
e∂uev0 so that
∂ueve = JeΠ
t
e∂uv∂ueu0 = (∂ueu0)
t∂uv(∂ueu0),
making use of ∂ueu0 = ΠeJe + ΠrJrΠ
t
r∂ueu0 and Π
t
r∂uv∂ueu0 = 0. As a consequence, ∂ueve = ∂
2
ue
σe is
symmetric positive definite as well as ∂veue since ∂uv is symmetric positive definite.
For the entropy fluxes, using ∂ueσe = ∂uσ∂ueu0, ∂ueu0 = ΠeJe+ΠrJrΠ
t
r∂ueu0, ∂uσ(u0)Πr = v
t
0Πr = 0,
and Aei = Π
t
eAi∂ueu0, we obtain that
∂ueσeA
e
i = v
t
0ΠeJeΠ
t
eAi∂ueu0,
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but since v0 ∈ E so that v0 = ΠeJeΠtev0 and ∂uσAi = ∂uq we obtain that
∂ueσeA
e
i = v
t
0Ai∂ueu0 = ∂uqi∂ueu0 = ∂ueqie,
where we have defined qie = qi
(
ueq(ue)
)
= qi
(
u0(ue)
)
.
It is also directly obtained that
A˜ei = A
e
i∂veue = Π
t
eAi∂ueu0∂veue = Π
t
eAi∂vu∂vev0 = Π
t
eA˜iΠe,
since ∂vev0 = Πe, so that A˜
e
i is symmetric. Similarly we have
A˜e0 = ∂veue = Π
t
e∂veu0 = Π
t
e∂vu∂vev0 = Π
t
eA˜0Πe.
For the dissipation matrices, we directly obtain that
ΠteBij∂ueu0∂veue = Π
t
eBij∂vu∂vev0 = Π
t
eB˜ijΠe,
and we also have the contributions arising from the convective fluxes
ΠteA˜iΛA˜j∂uev0∂veue = Π
t
eA˜iΛA˜j∂vev0 = Π
t
eA˜iΛA˜jΠe,
so that finally
B˜eij = Π
t
eB˜ijΠe +Π
t
eA˜iΛA˜jΠe.
These coefficients satisfy the reciprocity relations (B˜eij)
t = B˜eji and for any ξ ∈ Σ
d−1 both matri-
ces
∑
i,j∈D ξiξjΠ
t
eB˜
e
ijΠe = Π
t
eB˜Πe and
∑
i,j∈D ξiξjΠ
t
eA˜iΛA˜jΠe = Π
t
eA˜ΛA˜Πe are positive semi-definite
where A˜ =
∑
i∈D ξiA˜i. In addition, these coefficients have regularity κ − 1 since B˜ij , A˜i, and Λ have
regularity κ − 1 keeping in mind that A˜0 and ∂vΩ˜ have regularity κ − 1 and using the smoothness of
Λ in terms of A˜0 and ∂vΩ˜ deduced from (B.1).
Remark 5.5. In this section, the natural outer expansion for solutions of the system of partial dif-
ferential equations (3.1) have been investigated. Such solutions, however, cannot have inital values
out of equilibrium and need to be completed with initial layer correctors. These initial correctors may
generally investigated by using composite expansions [48, 35] in the form
u =
∑
i≥0
ǫi
(
ui(t, x) + u
l
i(τ, x)
)
, (5.14)
where
∑
i≥0 ǫ
iui denotes the outer Chapman-Enskog expansion and
∑
i≥0 ǫ
iuli the inner expansion with
τ = t/ǫ. The initial layer correctors uli must decrease exponentially to zero as τ → ∞ and are only
significant for small times since τ = t/ǫ. The analysis of these composite expansion lay outside the
range of the present work.
5.3 Application to internal energy relaxation
We apply in this section the Chapman-Enskog method to the situation of gases out of thermodynamic
equilibrium with fast internal energy relaxation limit. In this situation, the conservative variable is
given by
u =
(
ρ, ρv, Ein, Etr + Ein +
1
2ρv·v
)t
,
and the corresponding conservative variable at equilibrium is given by
ue =
(
ρ, ρv, E + 12ρv·v
)t
.
The equilibrium manifold E is given by
E = span{e1, e1+1, . . . , e1+d, e3+d}, E
⊥ = Re2+d,
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where e1, . . . , en denote the basis vectors of R
n, and the corresponding projector operators are given
by
ψ = Πe =

1 01,d 0
0d,1 I 0d,1
0 01,d 0
0 01,d 1
 , Πr =

0
0d,1
1
0
 ,
and Je = I2+d, Jr = 1. In order to evaluate the Jacobian matrices at equilibrium, it is then practical
to use the natural variables
z =
(
ρ,v, Tin, Ttr
)t
, ze =
(
ρ,v, T
)t
,
and at equilibrium we have Ttr = Tin = T so that zeq = z0 =
(
ρ,v, T, T
)t
, u0 = u(z0) and
∂zez0 =

1 01,d 0
0d,1 I 0d,1
0 01,d 1
0 01,d 1
 .
After some algebra, we may evaluate
∂ueu0 = ∂zu(z0) ∂zez0 ∂ueze = ∂zu(z0) ∂zez0 (∂zeue)
−1,
on the equilibrium manifold
∂ueu0 =

1 01,d 0
0d,1 I 0d,1
αρ αv αT
0 01,d 1
 ,
where
αρ =
1
cv
(
ctrein − cinetr + cin
1
2 |v|
2
)
, αv = −
cin
cv
vt, αT =
cin
cv
.
We next evaluate the default fluxes
∑
i∈D ∂i
(
Fi(u0)
)
− ∂ueu0
∑
i∈D ∂i
(
ΠteFi(u0)
)
with
Fi =
(
ρvi, ρvvi + pei, Einvi, (Etr + Ein + p+
1
2ρv·v)vi
)t
,
Fei =
(
ρvi, ρvvi + pei, (E + p+
1
2ρv·v)vi
)t
,
using Ttr = Tin = T and after some lengthy algebra we obtain∑
i∈D
∂i
(
Fi(u0)
)
− ∂ueu0
∑
i∈D
∂i
(
ΠteFi(u0)
)
=
(
0,0,−
cin
cv
p∇·v, 0
)t
.
In order to evaluate the corrector u1, we need to evaluate the Jacobian of the source term at equilibrium
∂uΩ(u0). Such a calculation is again conveniently done by using the natural variable since ∂uΩ =
∂zΩ(∂zu)
−1 and after some algebra we obtain that
∂uΩ(u0) =
1
ctrτ¯in

0 01,d 0 0
0d,1 0d,d 0d,1 0d,1
γ −cinvt −cv cin
0 01,d 0 0
 ,
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where γ = ctrein − cinetr + cin
1
2 |v|
2. The constraint Πteu1 = 0 then yields that u1 =
(
0, 0d,1, u1in, 0
)t
and from the equation for u1 we finally obtain that
u1 = u1in e2+d =
ctrcin
c2v
τ¯inp∇·v e2+d.
Defining the rescaled equilibrium volume viscosity as
κ¯ =
r cin pτ¯in
c2v
, (5.15)
where all terms are evaluated at z0, the first order temperature difference (Ttr − T )1 is found to be
after some algebra ρr(Ttr − T )1 = −κ¯∇·v which corresponds to the classical temperature estimate
rewritten in the rigorous asymptotic framework.
Finally, the corrective term in the governing equations
∑
i∈D ∂i
(
Πte∂uFiu1
)
is evaluated in the form∑
i∈D ∂i
(
Πte∂zFi(∂zu)
−1u1
)
and is found to be∑
i∈D
∂i
(
Πte∂uFiu1
)
= −
(
0,∇·(κ¯∇·vI),∇·(κ¯∇·v v)
)t
, (5.16)
and its components are precisely the missing volume viscosity terms in the slow variable governing
equations. As a consequence, the first order equations exactly yields the viscous Navier-Stokes equations
with the volume viscosity terms (5.16) and with the traditional relation between volume viscosity and
the relaxation time for internal energy (5.15). The dissipative terms include both contributions from the
internal energy relaxation with the volume viscosity as well as inherited from the original system with
the shear viscosity and the thermal conductivity. Moreover, the explicit symmetrized form obtained
with Theorem 4.1 corresponds to the general symmetrizing result of Proposition 5.4 with the identities
Λ = (pT c2trcinτ¯in/c
2
v) (A˜0)
−1ed+2 ⊗ (A˜0)−1ed+2 and κ¯rT B˜κij = Π
t
eA˜iΛA˜iΠe.
5.4 Double Chapman-Enskog expansions
A consequence of the previous section is that the one-temperature Navier-Stokes equations may be
obtained by using two different procedures. A first one consists in deriving the out of equilibrium
fluid model from the kinetic framework by a first Chapman-Enskog method with ǫd → 0 and ǫ finite,
and then to perform a second Chapman-Enskog method with ǫ = ǫd → 0 starting from the out
of equilibrium fluid. The second procedure consists in deriving directly the one-temperature model
from the kinetic model by a single Chapman-Enskog method with ǫ = ǫd → 0 as usual [6, 16, 18].
These two different paths are illustrated in Figure 1 and it is then legitimate to compare the resulting
mathematical models. This problem is similar to the situation of chemical equilibrium fluids which
may either be derived directly from a kinetic model [14] or else be obtained by superimposing chemical
equilibrium in reactive fluid equations [18].
Equilibrium Fluid
Nonequilibrium FluidKinetic
ǫd ≪ 1
ǫd = ǫ≪ 1 ǫd = ǫ≪ 1
✲
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✟
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Figure 1: Schematic of the double Chapman-Enskog procedure
On the first hand, there are very strong similarities between the resulting systems of differential
equations. The same conservation equations, transport fluxes and thermodynamic properties are indeed
obtained, so that the systems coincide at zeroth order in particular. The mathematical properties of the
transport coefficients are also similar as well as the general mathematical structure and symmetrizing
properties.
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On the other hand, there are differences in the quantitative values of the transport coefficients.
Indeed, in principle, the full linearized collision operator plays a role in the transport linear systems
of the equilibrium model obtained directly, whereas only the linearized fast collision operator plays
a role for the double Chapman-Enskog procedure. For equilibrium chemistry flows for instance the
linearized reactive collision operator is not taken into account in the diffusion coefficients associated
with the double Chapman-Enskog procedure although it does play a role in the kinetic equilibrium
regime derivation [14]. These effects are nevertheless very small and, in practice, the system obtained
from the double Chapman-Enskog procedure is used for chemical equilibrium flows [18] as well as
partial equilibrium flows [20]. In the special situation of nonequilibrium gases, these quantitative
differences are also negligible, since for λ we recover the nonelastic contributions by summing λ =
λtr,tr + λtr,in + λin,tr + λin,in whereas the internal degrees of freedom generally have a weak influence
on the shear viscosity.
6 Conclusion
The equations governing fluids out of equilibrium—derived from the kinetic theory of gases—have been
presented. The corresponding quasilinear system of partial differential equations has been recast in
natural symmetric form as well in normal form. This normal form has important properties that will
be critical for a priori estimates and existence results [24], namely the commutation between the mass
matrix A0 and the orthogonal projector π onto the equilibrium manifold E
⊥
.
The Chapman-Enskog expansion has been generalized to the situation of hyperbolic-parabolic sys-
tems. Symmetrization of the corresponding systems has been investigated as well as simplifications
for the expression of the extra dissipative coefficients arising from the perturbed convective terms and
their smoothness properties. Finally, applying these abstract results to the situation of nonequilibrium
gases, we have established that volume viscosity terms are obtained as first order perturbations in
the Chapman-Enskog expansion thereby providing a general rigorous framework for the fast internal
relaxation limit more satisfactory than traditional physically intuitive methods.
A A Two-Temperature Kinetic Framework
We summarize a nonequilibrium kinetic model for a polyatomic gas and the derivation of the corre-
sponding fluid governing equations from the Chapman-Enskog method [3, 4]. In a kinetic framework
for a single polyatomic gas, the Boltzmann equation may be written in the form
∂tf + c ·∇f =
1
ǫd
J f + J s, (A.1)
where t denotes time, ∂t the time derivative operator, x the spatial coordinate, ∇ the space derivative
operator, c the particle velocity, f(t,x, c, i) the distribution function, i the index of the quantum energy
state, J f the fast collision operator, J s the slow collision operator, and ǫd a typical Knudsen number.
The complete collision operator J = J f + J s is in the form
J (f) =
∑
j,i′,j′
∫(
f(c′, i′)f(c˜′, j′)
aiaj
ai′aj′
− f(c, i)f(c˜, j)
)
gσiji
′
j
′
dc˜de′, (A.2)
where i and j denote the indices of the quantum energy states before collision, i′ and j′ the corresponding
numbers after collision, c˜ the velocity of the colliding partner, c′ and c˜′ the velocities after collision, ai
the degeneracy of the ith quantum energy state, σiji
′
j
′
the collision cross section, g the absolute value
of the relative velocity c − c˜ of the incoming particles and e′ the unit vector in the direction of the
relative velocity c′ − c˜′ after collision. Only binary collisions are considered since the system is dilute
and the cross sections satisfy the reciprocity relations [46, 18]
aiajgσ
iji
′
j
′
dcdc˜ de′ = a′ia
′
jg
′σi
′
j
′
ijdc′dc˜′de. (A.3)
Denoting by Ei the internal energy of the particle in the ith state, we write ∆E = Ei′+Ej′−Ei−Ej
for the energy jump. The fast collision operator J f includes all collisions satisfying ∆E = 0, either
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involving only the translational energies or resonant with respect to the internal energy, and the slow
collision operator J s describes the collisions for which ∆E 6= 0. Assuming that there are sufficiently
resonant collisions, and denoting by m the mass per molecule, the collisional invariants of the fast
collision operator are associated with particle number ψ1 = 1, momentum ψ1+l = mcl, l ∈ {1, 2, 3},
the energy associated with translational degrees of freedom ψ5 = ψtr and the internal energy mode
ψ6 = ψin, where ψtr =
1
2m(c− v)·(c − v
)
and ψin = Ei.
The Enskog expansion is in the form f = f (0)
(
1+ ǫdφ+O(ǫ2d)
)
where f (0) is the Maxwellian distri-
bution and φ the perturbation associated with the Navier-Stokes regime. This Maxwellian distribution
involves two temperatures and is in the form
f (0) =
( m
2πkBTtr
) 3
2 nai
Zin
exp
(
−
m(c− v)·(c− v)
2kBTtr
−
Ei
kBTin
)
, (A.4)
where n is the number of molecules per unit volume, Ttr the translational temperature, Tin the temper-
ature associated with the internal energy modes, and Zin =
∑
i
ai exp
(
−Ei/kBTin
)
the internal partition
function which only depends on Tin.
The equations for conservation of mass, momentum and internal energies are obtained by taking
the scalar product of the Boltzmann equation (A.1) with the collisional invariants of the fast collision
operator. The scalar product 〈〈ξ, ζ〉〉 between two tensorial quantities ξ(t,x, c, i) and ζ(t,x, c, i) is
defined by 〈〈ξ, ζ〉〉 =
∑
i
∫
ξ⊙ζ dc where ξ⊙ζ is the contracted product. The fluid variables are the
particle number density n = 〈〈ψ1, f〉〉 = 〈〈ψ1, f (0)〉〉 or equivalently the mass density ρ = mn, the
mass averaged velocity v such that ρv = 〈〈mc, f〉〉 = 〈〈mc, f (0)〉〉, and the translation and internal
temperatures Ttr and Tin defined by Etr(ρ, Ttr) = 〈〈f, ψtr〉〉 = 〈〈f
(0), ψtr〉〉 and Ein(ρ, Tin) = 〈〈f, ψin〉〉 =
〈〈f (0), ψin〉〉 where Etr and Ein denote the internal energies per unit volume of translational and internal
origin, respectively. Following the Chapman-Enskog procedure of the kinetic theory of gases, the
equations for conservation of mass (2.1), momentum (2.2) and internal energy (2.3) and total energy
(2.4) are then established as well as the expressions for heat fluxes (2.14) (2.15) and the viscous tensor
(2.16), and the thermodynamic properties (2.6)–(2.9) presented in Section 2 [38, 3, 4].
The fluid entropy per unit volume reads S = −kB
∑
i
∫
f (0)
(
log(f (0)βi)−1
)
dc where βi = h
3
P/(aim
3)
and hP is the Planck constant. After some algebra, S is found in the form S = Str + Sin where the
translational entropy per unit volume Str and the internal entropy per unit volume Sin read
Str = nkB
(5
2
− log
n
Ztr
)
, Sin = nkB
( E
kBTin
− log
1
Zin
)
, (A.5)
where Ztr =
(
2πmkBTtr
h2
P
)3/2
denotes the translational partition function per unit volume and E =
(1/Zin)
∑
i
aiEi exp
(
−Ei/kBTin
)
the average energy. Defining the translational and internal Gibbs func-
tions per particle Gtr = kBTtr log
n
Ztr
and Gin = kBTin log
1
Zin
, the translational and internal Gibbs’
relations are in the form TtrdStr = dEtr − Gtrdn and TindSin = dEin − Gindn and the full entropy
differential is easily obtained.
A direct evaluation of the source term ωin also yields that
ωin = −2n
2
[
(∆E)
(
exp
(
∆E
kBTtr
− ∆EkBTin
)
− 1
)]
, (A.6)
where [[α]] = 18n2
∑
i,j,i′,j′
∫
αiji′j′f
(0)f˜ (0)gσiji
′
j
′
dc dc˜de′ denotes the averaging operator. Defining the
nonequilibrium correction factor by ζ =
∫ 1
0
exp
((
∆E
kBTtr
− ∆EkBTin
)
s
)
ds the source term ωin is recast in the
convenient form
ωin = 2n
2 [[(∆E)
2ζ]]
kBTtrTin
(Ttr − Tin). (A.7)
Defining the nonequilibrium relaxation time by τin = cinkBTtrTin/(2n[[(∆E)
2ζ]]), we recover the ex-
pression (2.13) of the source term. The Navier-Stokes perturbations of the source terms may also be
neglected as discussed in [3].
Letting ǫ be a typical reduced time for internal energy exchanges, the natural scaling associated
with the model is thus ǫd < ǫ since internal energy exchanges are assumed to be slower that the collision
time with (A.1) and it is then natural to let ǫd → 0 when ǫ → 0. It is nevertheless legitimate to also
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investigate the limiting situation where ǫd = ǫ starting directly from the fluid model out of equilibrium,
and to compare the resulting limit with the traditional one-temperature fluid model obtained with the
Chapman-Enskog asymptotics when ǫd = ǫ [16, 18].
B Generalized-Inverses with prescribed range and nullspace
We summarized in this appendix the definitions and properties of generalized inverses with prescribed
range and nullspace [13, 18]. These generalized inverses are often practical and naturally arise in
multicomponent transport [11, 13, 18]
Proposition B.1. Let G ∈ Rn,n be a matrix, and let p and q be two subspaces of Rn such that
N(G) ⊕ p = Rn and R(G) ⊕ q = Rn. Then, there exists a unique matrix Z such that GZG = G,
ZGZ = Z, N(Z) = q, and R(Z) = p. The matrix Z—termed the generalized inverse of G with
prescribed range p and nullspace q—satisfies GZ = PR(G),q and ZG = Pp,N(G), where Pa,b is defined
for linear spaces a and b such that a⊕ b = Rn and denotes the projector onto a along b.
Proof. We first show that there exists a matrix J ∈ Rn,n such that GJG = G and JGJ = J .
Let ei, i = 1, . . . , n, be a basis of Rn, such that ei, i = 1, . . . , r, is a basis of N(G). Then, by
construction, the vectors fi = Gei, i = r+1, . . . , n are linearly independent and may be completed
to form a basis fi, i = 1, . . . , n of Rn. Define then J such that J fi = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, and J fi = ei,
r+1 ≤ i ≤ n. One may then easily check that GJGei = Gei, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and JGJ fi = J fi,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, so that GJG = G and JGJ = J . Defining now Z = Pp,N(G)JPR(G),q, we have GZG =
GPp,N(G)JPR(G),qG = GJG, since G = GPp,N(G) and PR(G),qG = G, so that GZG = G. Similarly,
from ZGZ = Pp,N(G)JPR(G),qGPp,N(G)JPR(G),q, we obtain that ZGZ = Pp,N(G)JGJPR(G),q and
thus that ZGZ = Z. By construction, we also have R(Z) ⊂ p and q ⊂ N(Z), and, from GZG = G and
ZGZ = Z, we obtain that rank(G) = rank(Z). Since dim(p) = rank(G) and dim(q) = n− rank(G) by
assumption, we conclude that R(Z) = p and N(Z) = q. From the relations GZG = G and ZGZ = Z,
we also deduce that GZ and ZG are projectors and that rank(GZ) = rank(G) = rank(Z) = rank(ZG).
Since we also have R(ZG) ⊂ R(Z) = p and N(G) ⊂ N(ZG), we obtain that R(ZG) = p and N(ZG) =
N(G) and similarly that R(GZ) = R(G) and N(GZ) = q, so that GZ = PR(G),q and ZG = Pp,N(G).
Finally, if there are two such generalized inverses Z1 and Z2, we have Zi = ZiGZi, GZi = PR(G),q and
ZiG = Pp,N(G), i = 1, 2, so that Z1 = Z1GZ1 = Pp,N(G)Z1 = Z2GZ1 = Z2PR(G),q = Z2GZ2 = Z2.
Proposition B.2. Let E ⊂ Rn be a linear subspace of Rn and A˜0 be a symmetric positive definite
matrix. Let G be a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix such that N(G) = E and let Z be the
generalized inverse of G with prescribed nullspace A˜0E and range A˜
−1
0 E
⊥ = (A˜0E)
⊥. Then Z is well
defined, Z is symmetric positive semi-definite matrix, and Z depends smoothly on A˜0.
Moreover, denoting by e1, . . . , ene a basis of the linear subspace E, Πe = R
ne −→ Rn the linear
operator whose matrices in the canonical bases is Πe = [e1, . . . , ene ], J e the matrix of size ne defined
by
(
J e
)−1
= ΠteA˜0Πe, then Z may be written in the form
Z =
(
G+ A˜0ΠeJ e(A˜0Πe)
t
)−1
−ΠeJ eΠ
t
e. (B.1)
Proof. Since A˜0 is symmetric positive definite we have the direct sum A˜0E ⊕E⊥ as well as (A˜0E)⊥⊕E
and we also have (A˜0E)
⊥ = A˜−10 E
⊥. Since N(G) = E by assumptions and R(G) = E⊥ by symmetry
of G, we deduce from Proposition B.1 that there exists a unique generalized inverse Z of G with
N(Z) = A˜0E and R(Z) = (A˜0E)
⊥. This implies that N(Zt) =
(
R(Z)
)⊥
= N(Z) and R(Zt) =(
N(Z)
)⊥
= R(Z) and from the relations GZG = G and ZGZ = Z we next deduce that GZtG = G
and ZtGZt = Zt so that Z = Zt from the uniqueness of generalized inverses with prescribed range and
nullspace. Moreover, we have ZGZ = Z so that 〈Zx, x〉 =
〈
G(Zx), Zx
〉
and Z is positive semi-definite.
Moreover, it is easily obtained by direct multiplication that A˜0ΠeJ eΠte and ΠeJ e(A˜0Πe)
t are pro-
jector matrices and next that A˜0ΠeJ eΠte = PN(Z),R(G) and ΠeJ e(A˜0Πe)
t = PN(G),R(Z). From the
definition of Z we also have the relations ZG = PR(Z),N(G) and GZ = PR(G),N(Z). Finally performing
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the product
(
Z + ΠeJ eΠte
)(
G + A˜0ΠeJ e(A˜0Πe)t
)
, and using ZA˜0Πe = 0 and GΠe = 0 it is obtained
that (
Z +ΠeJ eΠ
t
e
)(
G+ A˜0ΠeJ e(A˜0Πe)
t
)
= PR(Z),N(G) + PN(G),R(Z) = In.
This yields (B.1) as well as the smooth dependence of Z on A˜0 and the proof is complete.
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